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BILLLNGS, Mont. ~AP, -- Approval of the 
proposed Northern Tier oil pipeline is 
inevitable despite legal objections in 
Washington state, the president of the Billings- 
based pipeline company said Wednesday. 
:'I think the state of Washington recognizes 
that trans-sblpment of dl across the state is an 
isaus that affects the northern tier and inland 
• . um I 
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Northern • i er brass confident of approval 
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Dogs here 
destroyed 
by the 
hundreds 
states, their neighboring states, as well as the The Northern Tier Pipeline Co, proposes to 
nation," Thomas Kryzer said in an interview, build an oil port at Port Angeles, Wash., and a 
"I think It's inevitable, I think if you look at pipeline from there to Clearbrook, Minn,, to 
the world-wide issues facing us today, it's not curry Alaskan and imported crude oil to raft. 
that it's inevitable, it's essential," nsries in Montana and Midwest states, 
Idaho Gee. John Evans announced his 
Wash!ngton's ~nergy Facility Site 
support of the Northern Tier pipeline proposal ~vamatton uou~ll has ruled that the propnaal on Wednesday, 
would violate !~nd me and zoning regulati~m~ 
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Every year the district of Terrace is forced to 
destroy close to 800 dogs and cats due to owner 
neglect. 
Municipal Treasurer Keith Norman is in 
chargeof dog control operations for the district, 
He says any animal running loose in the district 
is picked up, and if unclaimed, is destroyed 72 
hours later. In the majority of cases, the dog or 
cat goes unclaimed and ~ becomes a victim of 
neglect. 
"You wonder where they all Come from," he 
commented. "! guess people just generally don't 
care for their dogs." 
Terrace's dog control contract holder is Doris 
Sturko. To this date, Sturko has rounded up close 
to 730 animals, mostly dOgs/The owners, have 
claimed back 146 of these, 21 others were 
'adopted'. The other 558 have been put to death. 
Not all the dogs are picked up by Sturko. 
Sometimes people will bring loose animals in, or 
call to inform the municipality, especially if it 
involves a dead animal. 
"If there are any reports of dead animals, then 
we'll pick it up as soon as possible," Norman 
said. 
.... Money may be once reason,most dogs picked 
up b'y the municipalit~-~'~i~n.iev~, li' cmts 
$50 to retrieve a dog which is not spayed or 
neutered and which is not licensed. On the other 
hand it cost~ only $10 to get back a pet which has 
those qualifications. Norman explained the high 
price was set to encourage people to take better 
care of their pets, and tie them up. lie admits the 
high retrieval cost "quite possibly inhibits 
people from picking up their dogs." 
Norman cited two other reasons for the high 
number of dogs picked up. Dogs on the loose tend 
to have a relatively high reproductive rate. In 
addition, the municipality has had to service 
parts of Thornhiil. That will change with the 
approval of a dog control law 
November 17. 
Sick or injured dogs are a problem. Since the 
animal will be destroyed if not retrieved within 
three days, it does not pay to send the animal to 
the vet. if the animal is quite ill or injurcd, it is 
often easier to 'put it to sleep' right then. 
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Many people in Terrace Just don't seem to care about 
their dogs says Terrace Treasurer Keith Norman, 
If an animal is treated, the owner must pay the 
veterinarian's bill. 
Do.gs attacking children has not generally been 
a sernous problem in Terrace. Norman says the 
RCMP are contacted immediately in such cases 
or if the dogs themselves are attacked, such as 
was recounted in a Nov. 22 Herald story. 
The municipality spends $40,000 on operating 
fees~ for animal control operations. Tbe figure 
: l"~lu~e~s  anima~.cont¢ol ffieer:s.salat~;,the ...... 
~.ta l  tl[a d~g pound, and vehicle. Doris St'urko 
patrols almost every dat from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. ' 
And as Norman puts it, "it's a thankles§ job." 
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POLICE STILL 
INVES TIGA TING 
Sgt. Jack Broomfield of the Terrace detach- 
ment of the RCMP said Tuesday night that the 
investigation i to the destruction of the purebred 
Samoyeds owned by Gordon and Hazel Hamilton 
is still active. 
Broomfield said that there have been no 
arrests made in the case, but that the RCMP are  
still speaking to people who may have in- 
formation in the case. *******, ' ' ~:~.~:~:~:~:~:~.~:~:~:~:~:~~.~ 
• $4 A BARREL  H IKE  
Broadbent reveals plan 
OTTAWA (CP; -- more than $1,000 a year to panics) he represcnbs." 
The new artificially.high 
prices will move Inflation to 
more than I0 per cent an- 
nually, Increase unem- 
ployment, lower growth of 
the gross natlonal product 
and reduce the manu- 
facturing sector's com. 
petltlve edge In world 
markets, Brosdbent said. 
The annual inflation rate 
to October was 9.3 per cent. 
Most of the figures in the 
NDP'a version of the 
agreement formed part of 
the federal proposal made to 
the provincial premiers at an 
energy meeting here earlier 
this month. 
Broadbent said oil prices 
are to Increase by g2.~ a 
barrel every six months 
beginning Jan. l, 1981, 
through July i, 1~3. That 
schedule would bring do. 
mostlc prices to ~31.25 a
barrel within four years. 
"it's strange that 
thousands of people in 
Mlsslosaup were evacuated 
Domestic oll prices will 
IncreHe by tt a barrel next 
year, rising to more than 13l 
a barrel ,by the end of 1983 
under terms of the new 
energy/ pricing package 
agrseu to by Ottawa and 
Alberta, Ed Broadhent, 
leader of the New 
Democratic Party, said 
today. 
Broadbent also salo 
gn~iine prices will rise to 
nearly 12 a gallon within four 
years an a result of the 
federal plan to speed ell 
price Increases to bring 
them closer to world levels. 
The new pricing 
agreement mean, the 
average family will pay 
Workers 
want 
research 
heat a home - double the 
present cent - and more 
than ll500 to fuel the average 
familyalzed ear by the end of 
1983, he said. 
Brondbent old delegates 
at the Ontario Fedorntloo f 
• Labor conference in Toronto 
that detail, of the agreement 
were leaked to the NDP from 
s reliable source, 
A summary of his 
remarks was released in 
advance of delivery. 
Prime Minister Clark said 
In the Commons Wednesday 
that agreement has been 
reached on all important 
p¢inclples of the taw energy 
package. But details would 
not be released until 
resolution of a dispute wlth 
Alberta over the method of 
taxing hlgher evenue. 
The current domestic ell 
price is $13.75 aborrel, about 
$10 below the average world 
price. Each $1 a barrel In- 
crease adds hetween three 
and five cents a gallon to the 
20c 
IN IRAN 
VAN('OUVEIt (CP) A 
union which hellevee pulp 
TEHRAN (API -- Hun- 
dreds of thousands of 
demonstrators marched in 
Tehran today in response to 
a call by Ayatollah Ruhoilah 
Khomeini for antl-U.S. 
protests, but the demon. 
strators tayed away from 
the U.S. embassy and the 49 
Americans held hostage 
there. 
Khomeinl's Revolutionary 
Council fired Abolhassan 
BaniSadr as Iran's foreign- 
policy ~okesman Wed- 
nesday and replaced him 
with Sadegh Ghotbzadeh, a 
hard-line member of the 
council, apparently dooming 
UN Security ,Council efforts 
to ease the U.S.-Iranlan 
crisis. 
The huge crowds in Tehran 
converged initially around 
the capital's Revolution 
Square, about 6n/~ kilometrea 
from the U.S. embassy 
where pro-Khomeini  
militants have .been boldlng 
the hostages since Nov. 4 in a 
bid to get the U.S. govern- 
ment to extradite the shah. 
." They then marched to the 
tower ing  Shahyad 
di~b~nent' ei/i ~,'~e''aii.~t, 
in the opposite direction 
from the embassy, about 15 
kilometree away. Some in 
the throng wore white 
shrouds emblazoned in red 
letters with the words: 
*'Yankees, we will cut off 
your hands," and "We are 
reedy to die for Islam." 
because of the threat of session. "Personally i am 
chlorine gas but we have to net very keen on this idea of 
work in it every day and the leaving for New York at the 
companies keep telling us present ime," he told the 
it's not harmful," said Rosa French state radio France. 
McDonald, .union secretary. Inter. The report was 
treasurer, monitored In Paris and 
mill workers are expmmd 
every day to harmful evels 
of chlorine gas the 
chemical which cau~d the 
recent ma,s evacuutlon of 
Missisaauga, Ont. has 
asked Shmm Fraser Uni- 
versity to research the 
prohlem. 
Tim Pulp, Paper and 
Wondworkers ofCanada has 
given a $2o,0uo research 
grant o SFIJ to help eat up s 
rseeareb study within the 
kinesiology department's 
master', program for ne. 
eupatlonalhealth and safety. 
in two counties in that state. 
A formal contested case before the council is 
due to begin Dec. 18, The council claims It has 
the power to pre-empt local ordinances ff it 
deems the project o be in the best interest of 
the state. 
Evans endorsed the Northern "tier prop0eal 
Marshalis wearing lapel 
buttons controlled the 
movements of the hundreds 
of separate marching roups 
" men at the front of the 
various processions followed 
by women clad in chadors, 
the traditional black veils. 
Some women carried babies, 
Khomelnl has yet to an- 
nounce whether Ghotbzadeh 
will go to New York to attend 
the emergency session of the 
UN Security Council on the 
U,S.-Iranlan crisis. The 
session was set for Saturday, 
and BanI-Sndr, who wanted 
to mediate an end to the 
crisis, had hesn scheduled to 
address the UN meeting. 
(Gbotbzadeh said today he 
is net eager to attend the UN 
Volume 73 No, 230 
in a letter to President Jimmy Carter, 
Evans said in his letter the proposal "best 
addresses Idaho's social, economic and en. 
rironmental needs" and, because it is located 
entirely within the United States, the pipeline 
would provide good employment opportunities 
and pay property taxes, 
He said chlorine gas is reported by Reuters news 
used In the chemical agency.) 
Banl.Sadr had been trying bleaching process in pulp to arrange a compromise miilB. 
About 250,000 people were between U.S.. and Iranian 
evacuated from Mlsslssauga positions on the 49 U.S, 
earlier this month when a CP citizens held hostage at the 
Rail freight train derailed U.S. embasnyelnee Nov. 4 by 
and a tank car containing Mealem militants demand. 
deadly chlorine gas wan Ins the U.S. government 
ruptured, extradite Shah Mohammed 
Dr. Tom Smith, a health Ram Pahlsvl to ban to stand 
andsafetyspeclalist whohas trial as a war criminal. 
done work in behavioral But Bani-Sadr's attempts 
toxicity at the Unlve~ty of at seeking some sort of 
Wisconsin, will be appolntnd middle way out of the Im- 
to the SFU program along passe only stiffened the 
with one researcher, the rnaolve of the emhaMy oc- 
university said. eupinro and Khomelni, 
Clark announced the On Wednesday, the 
eral budget. 
Current federal excbm tMx 
on gascllne la seven cents. 
The NI)P leader clmrged 
(:lark "has sold out our 
mliloual IntereelJ to one 
premier and thu 
multinationals (oll cont- 
14 Flavors 
BOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer & Pop Bottles 
46.16 Lazeile Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Open 10a.m..6 p.m. dallyexcel~ Sunday 
Frl. till9 p.rn, 
Thousands  are  
in the s t reets  
Iran at the scheduled council 
debate. 
Echoing Khomeinl's own 
rejection of UN mediation, 
they condemned the world 
forum as the "Satanic 
council" and ."Carter's 
mouthpiece," and said again 
they will settle for nothing 
less than return of the de. 
posed shah in exchange for 
the hostages. 
Tnsua and ,~bura, the 
twin days Of mourning today 
and Friday, mark the high 
point of the ShiRe Moslem 
holy month of Moharrnm, a
period of ritual mourning 
commemorat ing tbe 
seventh-century 
assassination by Moslem while his fellow clerics said 
rivals of the lman Homein, a the mourning period should 
grandson of the Muslem "make clear to the U,S. 
Prophet Mohammed and agressors we welcome 
founder of the ShiRe sect, the martyrdom." 
dominant community in 
Shah said 
Khomeini, Iran's Moslem 
patriarch and leader of the better n o w  
revolution thst ousted the 
shah's government in 
FebruQry, exhorted his 
followers to mark the time of 
mourning with antl-U.S, 
demonstrations. 
"All your force and 
shouting should be con. 
centrated against the United 
States," said Khomeini, 
Carter firm, 
not threats 
those peaceful means have 
been exhausted," he said, 
refusing to elaborate. 
Carter said he hopes inter- 
• national pressure still might 
change the.minds of Iran's 
leaders. 
He pledged that he United 
States will "not submit to 
blackmail," and lent no 
encouragement  to 
suggestions that Iran might 
he appeased by some kind of 
international tribunal to 
investigate alleged crimes 
committed by the ousted 
shah during his regime. 
"I don't know of any inter- 
national forum within which 
charges have ever been 
brought against a deposed 
leader who has left his 
country," Carter said, 
He said the issue "can be 
pursued," but "it should he 
pursued under internaUonal 
law." 
The immediate domestic 
reaction to Carter's news 
conference was positive, 
both from Congress and 
from rival Presidential 
candidates. 
"I have supported those 
steps taken by the president, 
and I have every intention to 
support those steps in the 
future," said Senator Ed- 
ward Kennedy (Des. 
Mass.). 
NEW YORK tAP) -- 
Doctors treating Shah 
Mohammed Reza Pahlavi 
say he is well enough to leave 
the United States, and it 
appears now he will depart 
before 'the United Nations 
takes up the crisis that arose 
from his arrival in New 
York. 
A spokesman for the shah 
in Mexico and doctors at 
New York Hospital-Cornell 
Medical Centre on Wed- 
nesday said the former 
Iranian ruler will soon end 
his stay in the United States 
-- perhaps by Saturday. 
Shortly after his arrival 
here Oct. 22, the shah had 
gallbladder surgery at New 
York Hospital. He later 
underwent radiat ion 
treatments for a malignant 
tumor on his neck. 
A non-surgical procedure 
late Monday night removed 
the last remaining stone 
from a bile duct. llospital 
officials said Wednesday the 
procedure was a success and 
he is free to travel. 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
President Carter says he 
cannot set a deadline for the 
release of 49 U,S. hostages 
by Irnn and he'e asking tile 
Amer, ican' PeOple " to  be 
determined but patient. 
"Excessive threats" of 
military action might cause 
the death of the hostages, 
Carter said in a broadcast 
news conference Wednesday 
night. 
The president's position 
won nearly unanimous 
congre~sional backing, 
despite some sentiment in 
favor of setting a deadline in 
the event peaceful means 
are exhausted. 
"It would not be possible 
or even advisable for me to 
set a deadline about when or 
if I would take certain ac- 
tion," Carter said,."I never 
forget for one moment hat 
l'm awake about the 
hostages whose lives and 
safety depend on me." 
Carter refused to discuss 
the military options he is 
considering. "I 'm deter. 
mined to do the best I can, 
through diplomatic means 
and through peaceful means, 
to ensure the safety of our 
hostages and their release. 
"Other actions which I 
might decide to take would 
come in the future, after 
Support shown 
for president 
WASHINGTON tAP) -- 
President Carter's call for 
patience and resolve to win 
safe release of 49 U.S. 
hostages in Iran is drawing 
unified backing from 
Congress and from 
presidential candidates. 
"We have only one presi- 
dent , "  Repub l i can  
presidential contender J~n 
Connaily said after Carter's 
televised appeal Wednesday 
mght. 'Now Is the time to 
rally behind him and show a 
solid front to Iran and to the 
Mercenaries 
warned off 
SPOKANE, Wash. tAP) -- 
About 65 men and women at- 
tracted by a newspaper ad 
calling for an expeditionary 
force to Iran met Wednesday 
night as the organizer 
cautioned he was threatened 
with arrest if he talked too 
much. 
George Bible said in a 
statement he had been 
warned that if he was in- 
volved in the recruitment of
people for a military action, 
he and others could be 
arrested, imprisoned and 
fined without ever leaving 
the country. 
However, he said he was 
advised he could legally 
assemble and discuss 
organizing a committee. He 
said only that the warnings 
came from the (Carter) 
administration. 
Earthquakes 
rocking Iran to support hose steps in the future." 
But Representat ive  
Samuel Stratton (Des. 
N.Y.) and 53 other members 
of the House of Represcn. 
tatlves are sponsoring a 
resolution urging Carter to 
set a deadline for military 
action if Iran atlii does not 
free the hostages after all 
peaceful means have been 
exhausted, 
Carter refused uring his 
news conference to say 
whether he would take 
military action if peaceful 
efforts fail, telling reporters 
such talk could endanger the 
world." 
agreement in principle militants condemned the UN Senator Edward Kennedy 
following day long talks here Security Council effort to (Des. Mass.) said he sup- 
Tuesday with Alberta mediatethe crisis and Bunt- strongest, measuring 6.5 on ports Carter's teps in Iran the Richter scale, left 17 
c•t of gasoline and hems Premier Peter Lougheed. Sadr's plann to represent and "1 have every intention hostages' lives, dead, officials aid. 
" ' "  Nass Valley gets health clini Broedbont said {he deal also includes n Increase of cents a gallon in the C federal excise tax on 
gamllne sold at the pump. Ily EI)YUI)IN t~rrently health care is administered through a Council which succeeded in pressuring the federal 
That Increase would be IleraldStoffWrlter small clinic which Tait said was set up "after a government to fund the new facility, 
announced Inthe Dec, II fed- A dingnoslic t'lilttt, will I~, established i, the Nasa terrible fight with Ottawa," But he says the clinic is At present, people in the Nass Valley have to travel 
Vnlh,y within a year h) help alh,viate the hick of not enough. 
proper lu,ulth cart, facilities there, to Terrace for blood tests, x-rays or any sort of 
diagnostic tests. Tait said that while the diagnostic Percy Tail, 1he regional dish'ict director for the "We have some well-trained people there but they unit isn't quite as good as a hospital, it will eliminate 
Nasa Vnlh,y, revealed earlier this week Iltut t)tlnwn are helpless becausewe have noequipment for them," the costs and inconvenience of lravel. 
lUte ngrPeti Io fund lilt, t'r(,ulit)lt of tile tulil Io serve the "Fail said the idea to establish a diagnostic unit Tait said a co-ordinator will soon be hired but at this 
esllnmied fmnr to fiw, tl,|nsaud ix'epic win) are originated with the New Aiyansch band council, point there is no estimr'e of the costs involved i ,  
wtlhnul n local hosl)ital, though it was the more influencial Nishga Tribal constructing the clinic. 
TEHRAN tAP) -- A strong 
earthquake struck nor- 
theastern Iran for the third 
time this week, killing at 
least 12 persons and injuring 
24, Tehran Radio reported 
today. 
Sixteen villages near the 
town of Gonabod, in the 
Khernsan district, about 800 
kilometres east of Tehran, 
were severely damaged by 
the latest quake that struck 
at 1 p.m., the radio said. 
The same area was hit by 
two quakes Monday, The 
i 
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APlane = ,=,- on wrong s itde o f mounta in  
or mechanical ~fnot~eT~ct ~ot~d~ifle~:o~ nd s from the crash site. The Canadians among the 
fourth largest death toll in Thirty-knot winds whipped plane's 237 passengers were 4~ 
carried 257 persons to their "In my opinion the plane in Auckland before leaving aviation history, snow and updrafts around identified as ElJa ParkkaH, 
deaths in the Antarctic was was certainly in the wrong to head operations to try to Treacherous winds, snow the volcano, and the wind 25, of Toronto; Earl MONTREAL (CP) -- 
on the wrong side of the 
volcano it hit, and the pilot 
apparently was to blame, the 
direc~.or of the recovery 
operation said today. 
"It would seem there has 
been a substantial error in 
navigation by the pilot," said 
Roy Thomson, chief of the 
Antarctic division of New 
Zealand's department of 
scientific and industrial 
research. 
"The plane was basically 
on the wrong side of the 
mountain. It crashed on the 
northeast side of MOunt 
Erebas. It should have been 
passing the mountain on the 
northwest ide." 
The DC-10 was on a sight- 
seeing trip along the An- 
tarcttc Coast when it crashed 
Wednesday, killing all 
aboard, including three 
Canadians. Thomson said he 
could almost certainly rule 
out the Vossibilltv of 
place to come down so low," recover the bodies, and low temperatures were chill factor was 38 below 
Thomson, one of the court- It was the third fatal DC.10 delaying the recovery of Celsius. 
Gas enough for export 
"By ERIC HAMOVITCH 
.MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Some of the countries har- 
dest hit by the high cc~t of 
imported oil could soon he 
exporting natural gas if cost 
and safety problems can he 
solved, a United Nations 
conference on long.term 
energy resources has been 
told. 
UN scientist V. A. Ovcha- 
renko told the conference 
Wednesday the development 
of facilities to liquefy and 
transport natural gas at 
ultra.cold temperatures 
could help many countries 
benefit from natural gas 
resources they have no way 
of distributing. 
GASH in a FLASH 
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For Scrap 
We buy gold and silver 
in the form of old rings, 
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earrings and any other 
gold or silver you may 
have. We also buy 
Sterling silver flatware, 
candle sticks, plates and 
all silver jewellery. 
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"The technology for trans- 
porting liquefied natural gas 
on the seas and storing it is 
commercially available, is 
technically advanced, and 
probably does not represent 
a significantly higher level of 
risk to the public and the 
environment than handling 
of conventional 'fuels," 
Ovcbarenko said in a t~aper. 
Developing countries 
without their own oil 
resources -- most of the 
world's poorest countries -- 
now have to pay 20 to 25 per 
cent of their export earnings 
to cover oil imports, UN 
statistics show. But some of 
these countries have 
significant gas reserves-- 5o 
per cent of the world's total, 
in fact. 
Production is starting to 
"This project has been in 
continuous operation for 15 
years and.., there have been 
over 2,500 ocean shipments 
of LNG without any serious 
accidents." 
Japan imports about 80 par 
cent of its gas consumption 
in liquid form and Western 
Europe about five per cent. 
Non.industrtalized countries 
with gas for export include 
Abu Dhabl, Algeria, 
Colombia, Indonesia, Iran, 
Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, 
Venezuela nd. Qatar. 
But safety concerns make 
many communities reluctant 
to welcome liquefied natural 
gas terminals -  a rapid 
temperature rise could 
cause a violent explosion. 
Ovcharenko said that on 
the basis of studies and 
experience, "it was 
estimated that for one 
particular I,NG site near 
New York, the over.all risk 
is about 10 times less than 
the risk of dying from a fire 
at home and about he same 
as the risk of being struck by 
lightning." 
While playing down the 
safety question, Ovsharenko 
does acknowledge that 
heavy financial costs are 
involved even ff liquefied 
natural gas does cost slightly 
less than equivalent volumes 
of high-quality crudeoll. 
Senate settles push ahead, and Third World 
countries that don't belong to 
the Organization of back to sleep Petroleum Export ing 
Countries expect o have 60 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
Senate has become the 
House of Instant Replay. 
For the most part, Liberal 
senators ask the same 
questions as Liberal MPs in 
the Commons and 
Progressive Conservative 
billion cubic metres of 
natural gas available for 
export by 1985, while OPEC 
members hould have a 
surplus of 120 billion cubic 
metres a year -  both 
significant increases. 
Natural gas fills 1,000 
times the volume of a senators give the same 
quantity of oil producing the answers as their associates 
same quantity of heat, but in the Commons. 
the question is how to As a result, the upper 
transport it. And that's ch~mher-- which observers 
where liquefied natural gas had predicted would break 
(LNG) tanker ships come in. into the news because of the 
presence of three cabinet 
"In 1964, the first ministers -- is returning to 
regularlyscheduled ship- the obscurity to which it once 
ments of LNG gas to the was reluctantly accustomed. 
United Kingdom and France In the early days of the 
began from an LNG plant new Parliament, he Senate 
built in Algeria," Ovcha- attracted six or seven 
renko's paper said. reporters. But now a lone 
j l 
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Dollar 
Man 
News 
Hour 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Benson 
Cont'd 
Littlest 
Hobo 
Buck 
Rogers 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Live 
It Up 
Soap 
PG 
Barnaby 
Jones 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
CTV 
News 
Hour 
Final 
Late 
Show 
Time to 
Love 
Webster 
Cont'd 
Whal's 
Cooking 
5 p.m. to midnipt 
9 XCTS 
(PBS) 
Mister 
R~(~erg 
Electric 
Company 
Zoom 
Cont'd 
Over 
Easy 
N~cNell 
Lehrer 
Perrln 
COnt'd -" 
Sneak 
Previews 
jetpplng 
All 
You 
Need 
Is Love 
Film 
Jacques 
Brel 
in Paris 
Cotlt'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Columbo 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
1 lJ CBUFT 
Le5  
Pierrafeu 
Nanny 
Cont'd 
Ce Soir 
Edition 
Pacifique 
Actualites 
Propulsion 
CTF 
Du Tac 
au Tac 
Travail 
a la Chaine 
Lea Grands 
Films 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Journal 
et Meteo 
Sport 
Cinema 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Conl'd 
10 p.m. to S p.m. 
Electric 
Company 
Once Upon 
A Classic 
Inside O~t 
Art Cart 
Rainbow's 
End 
Connections 
Com'd 
Coni'd 
Cont'd 
Umrella 
Explorers 
Cover 
Art Cart 
Footsteps 
Cont'd 
Draw Man 
Wordsmith 
Feelings 
Conf'd 
Stepping 
Out 
Sesame 
Street 
Conl'd 
Cont'd 
i H 
Passe. 
Partout 
/~agazlne 
Express 
Pays connaissance 
Dr. Doolittle 
'Con:I'd 
Cont'd 
I 
.amour 
quotldlen 
Les 
Coqueluches 
I 
Cont'd 
C.ont'd 
Journal 
et Femme 
I l 
d'Aulour 
-d'Hul 
Les 
Ateliers 
i 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Anlmaux 
chez eux 
l 
Boblno 
Cont'd 
Alexandre 
& le Rol 
I 
reporter sits in the press 
gallery to witness the 
question period. 
The resemblance b tween 
~e Commons and Senate 
question periods is not a 
coincidence. 
Liberal MPs and senators 
meet in the morning to plan 
their questioning strategy. 
The three senator- 
ministers are well.briefed on 
top issues and have a good 
idea what their elected 
colleagues iri the Commons 
are thinking and saying. 
When Foreign Aid 
Minister Martial Asselin 
rises at the outset of question 
period to give an account ot 
the situation in Iran, thereby 
reducing questions to  a 
minimum, his words are 
close to those of External 
Affairs Minister Flora 
MacDonald as she handles 
questions in the Commons. 
Economic Development 
Minister Robert de Cotret 
said Wednesday in an in- 
torview there is no such 
thing as a hotline between 
the Commons and upper 
chamber to make sure 
Senate and Commons an- 
swers~ agree: . . . . . . . .  
But he said he. prefers to 
err on the side of caution 
when answering questions 
about areas that do not fall 
within his responsibilities, 
There have been a few sur- 
prises, including two recent 
breaks from party lines that 
surfaced among the op- 
position Liberals. 
This week, Senator Azellus 
Denis of Quebec was in 
conflict with the stated 
Liberal view in both Houses 
by saying the government is 
endangering Canadian lives 
in Iran by adopting too high a 
nrofile. 
The senator, whose 
leaders have been calling for 
tours Canadian leadership n
support of the United States, 
said "we know-it-alia stick 
our noses where we have no 
business." 
And Douglas Everett of 
Manitoba supported the 
government's high interest 
rate policy -- a far cry from 
the official Liberal position. 
When Asselin, de Cotret 
and Justice Minister 
Jacques Flynn cannot an- 
swer a question, they 
promise to take it up with the 
minister esponsible. They 
return to the Senate a few 
days later with a rehash of 
what the minister told the 
Commons a day or two 
earlier. 
Each Tuesday, the trio has 
the advantage of knowing 
exactly what was said by the 
elected ministers because 
the Senate question period is 
held Six hours later than the 
one in the Commons. 
In addition, the Senate 
does not meet on Friday or 
Monday. By Tuesday, the 
three are well aware of what 
has transpired In the 
Commons. 
They can turn to Hanserd, 
the official record of Corn- 
roods proceedings, or, as de 
Cotret does, watch question 
period on television. 
De Cotret said he nan 
anticipate most questions 
simply by reading the 
morning newspapers. 
Flynn appears to prefer 
Hansard. One Tuesday 
evenlug earlier this month 
he volunteered to read a 
lengthy passage from 
Hansard to bring senators up 
to date on energy price 
negotiations between the 
federal and provincial 
governments. 
His offer was in response 
to demands from Senator 
Bud Oison, Liberal deputy 
House leader, that he con- 
firm or deny media reports 
about planned increases in 
the price of domestic oil. 
Attad 
Dash 
Definition 
Cont'd 
Noon 
News 
Alan 
Hamel 
Conl'd 
Cont'd 
Another 
World 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Conl'd 
Cont'd 
Movie 
llauser's 
Memory 
Cont'd 
Conl'd 
Conl'd 
Con~'d 
Cont'd 
Beaumont of North. Van- 
couver; and Robert Mason 
Sr., originally o/Vancouver 
but had been residing in Lea 
Angeles. 
Miss Parkknri's mother, 
Kyllikki Parkkari of 
Thunder Bay, Ont., said her 
daughter was on a. working 
trip with a travel agency. 
Other foreign passengers 
ea.the sightseeing flight 
included 20 Americans, 24 
Japanese, seven Australians 
and two Britons, a list, of 
victims released by the 
afri/ne today shows. The rest 
were New Zeafanders. 
Three New Zealand 
mountaineers were lowered 
to the site today by a U.S. 
Navy helicopter. They said 
the plane apparently ex- 
ploded when it hit 500 metres 
up the 3,100-metre volcano, 
which slopes at a 35.dngree 
angle. 
The New Zealand 
department of scientific and 
• indust r ia l  research in 
Christchurch,  which 
maintains New Zealand's 
Scott Base near the crash 
site, said the mountaineers 
found the tail section of the 
plane intact but empty. 
It said they reported the 
wreckage was spread over 
an 'area measuring 400 
metres by 50 metres, on bard 
permanent ice covered by 
loosely packed snow but with 
deep crevasses and fissures. 
The mounta ineers  
reported no survivors among 
e 20 crew and 237 
passengers. 
The DC-10 was making Air 
New Zealand's 14th tourist 
flight to the South Pole and 
the last of the Southern 
Hemisphere's ummer 
.season, during which :the 
Antaretie is In perpetual 
sunlight. The weather at the 
time was clear with ligh t
clouds. 
The other DC-10 crashes 
this year occurred last 
month in Mexico City, where 
74 persons were killed, and in 
Chicago on May 25, where 
273 persons died in the worst 
crash in U.S. history. 
The death toll in the An- 
tarctic crash was exceeded 
by the 382 persons killed in 
the March, 1977, collision 
between two Boeing 747s on a 
Canary Island runway, the 
346 killed in a DC-10 craali~iit ', 
France in 1974 and the 273 
killed in the Chicago DC.I0 
crash. 
TED 
SAYS HE 
DOESN'T 
NEED 
HELP 
~r,~Uter) - -Senator  
Edward Kennedy's aides 
say he has no plans to ask 
for extra protection 
despite the fact that a 
knife-wielding woman 
tried to force her way into 
his office on Wednesday. 
The aides asi~l the 
Massachusetts enator, 
challenging President 
Carter" for the 
Democratic presidential 
nomination, is satisfied 
that Secret Service 
agents who overpowered 
the woman handled the 
incident properly. 
They said the senator, 
two of whose brothers 
were assassinated, 
believes his protection is 
adequate. 
One of the agents was 
cuton the hand disarming 
the woman, a former 
mental pal,ant, after she 
drew a hunting knife in 
the reception room of 
Kennedy's Senate office. 
Senator Kennedy was in 
an inner office at the 
time, unaware Of what 
was happening. 
Carter ordered aSecret 
Service guard on Senator 
Kennedy when he became 
an active presidential 
candidate last mouth. 
President John Ken- 
nedy was assassinated in 
1963 and Senator Robert 
Kennedy was murdered 
while campaigning for 
the ;)residency inl~S. 
Senator Kennedy went 
about his normal routine 
after the knife incident, 
attending a meeting of the 
Senate judiciary com-  
mit tee and taking part in 
several votes on the 
Senate floor. 
Charged with assault in 
the knife-wielding in- 
cident is Suzanne Osguod, 
a former resident of 
Boston. 
Quebec provincial police 
rounded up 115 prisoners at 
Bordeaux jail and returned 
them to their cells late 
Wednesday night at'for a 
fourhour disturbance during 
which the men barricaded 
themselves inside awing and 
went on a rampage. 
Pierre Moisan, acting 
director of the institute, told 
reportersauthorities arestill 
investigating the distur- 
bance, which began shortly 
after the supper hour. 
Moisan said prisoners 
want on a ramapage in only 
BRIEFS 
one of the prison's five wings 
- -  the one housing what he 
called the most "hardened" 
prisoners. He added that it 
was too early to assess how 
much damage had been 
done. 
Officials said problems 
began after the men had 
returned from supper. They 
started making noise and lit 
a small fire in the mld~lle of 
the floor. 
"They were having a 
party," one official said. 
"Tables were burning," 
said Lucien Scguin, assistant 
fire director, as he was 
!earing the scene. 
Shark was movie star 
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) -- 
The shark that attacked a 
surfer off the Oregon coast 
apparently was a great white 
shark-- the kind depicted in
the movie Jaws but seldom 
seen in the cold Northwest 
waters. 
'|All indications point, as 
far as I'm concerned, toward 
• the great white shark," Dale 
Snow, of Newport, Ore., 
regional director of the 
Oregon Department ofFish 
and Wildlife, said Wed. 
nesdey. 
Kenny R. Doudt, 26, 
Rocdeport, Ore., was in fair 
condition after undergoing 
two hours of surgery for a 
gush described as four to six 
inches deep and stretching 
from his left armpit to his 
hip. 
Doudt's companions said 
the attack occurred Tuesday 
about I00 yards offshore at 
Cannon Beach, a popular 
resort on the northern 
Oregon coast: He was with 
five other surfers. 
Doudt rode a wave to shore 
after the shark turned him 
loose. Doudt's companions 
said he warded off the shark 
after the attack by holding 
the fiberglass surfboard 
between him and the shark. 
Gunman attacks church 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -  The gunman shot his 
A gunman, shouting that a victims, stopped to reload, 
church had caused his pumped more rounds into 
mother's illness, fired a gun their bodies and sped away, 
into a group of elderly police.said. 
Oarishiooers arriving at a , , . . . -  - . : . . . . . .  a 104 It went Dam, Dam, Dam, mrcnaay party xor - • . . . .  ~.~ . . . . .  t . . . . .  ~'-r just like. someone sh~flng 
. . . . . . . .  nd two ,,.,,,o, ,=,u..~,,o ,=.,,~.,,,,, ~leYe? rOlu nr°mer a ft'iend of one 0.f. the victims. 
"- '"  ' " ' . . . . . .  e ~- When the shooting started he The sneonng wean soay .. . ducked behind the fellowshnp outside a north Philadelphia *,~,'a~,n. ~ ''''~ 
church hall killed I06-:/e~r%~.~'" " ,'.:'.. 
old Moses Beckett, who"~a~,~:':~:~A'~'~,warrant w s 
arriving for a party for his issued Wednesday night for 
sister, Ella Palmer. A fourth Alphonso Faulkner, 31, of 
person was critically north Philadelphia, police 
wounded, police said. said. 
Labor to oppose police 
TORONTO (CP) -- The resistance from employers 
Ontario Federation of Labor backed by volice. 
plans to take a militant 
stance today against police .The.tw0 .m~t recent cases 
interventim instrikes. .. ox poure mterve~tlOn 
the f dd ~ PS t I on~s . , : . '~ i t i f i i~ l i~b~~ -jNvr~tlq 
policy convention will be 
asked to endorse a resolution 
that says "workers may be 
forced to re ly  on other 
methods to protect them- 
selves and their rights, if 
police continue to intervene. 
Federation President Cliff 
Pilkey and other union 
spokesmen said during the 
first two days of the four-day 
convention that many unions 
striking for a first contract 
or union security in the last 
18 months have faced fierce 
Workers' union striking 
Boise Cascade in Kenora and 
Fort Frances in Northern 
Ontario and the United 
Steelworkers of America 
union striking Radio Shack 
in Barrie, Ont. "The various 
police forces are in- 
crassingly placed at the 
disposal of management 
during such strikes to be 
used to intlm~date¢~hd bru- 
talize the stt;ikers~" says the 
resolution released Wed- 
nesday. 
Maker say drug is safe 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
The manufacturer of 
llosone, a widely-used 
penicillin substitute, is Up. 
posing the U.S.  gov. 
ernment's decision to seek 
its removal from the 
marketplace. 
The Food and Drug Ad. 
ministration said Wed. 
nesday it will conduct ad. 
ministrative proceedings 
into solid dosage forms of 
Ilosone because of its 
potential for liver damage. 
Eli Lilly and Co., 
manufacturer of the drug, 
issued astatement asserting 
that the drug is safe and 
effective when used as 
prescribed, Ilosone has been 
used for 21 years, the 
company said, with no 
evidence of permanent side 
effects or deaths. 
But Public Citizen Health 
Research Group, a con- 
sumer organization that has 
sought aban on the drug for 
almost seven years, disputed 
the company's claims. 
"It hasn't killed anyone, 
but it has injured people so 
severely that they have lost 
weeks of work and been very 
sick," said Sidney Wolfe, the 
group's director. 
Bee venom touted a cure 
HAMILTON (CP) -- It's 
hard to dispute the title of 
Fred Malone's book: Bees 
Don't Get Arthritis. "
About four years ago, 
Malone, of. Victoria, 
developed painful arthritis. 
Now, at the age of 51, he is 
convinced that without bee 
venom, he would be crippled, 
possibly bedridden. . 
Discouraged with medical 
treatment after learning of 
his disease, he remembered 
hearing about a beekeeper in 
Vermont who recommended 
curing arthritis with bee 
stin2s. 
He set out to find the man, 
Charlle Mraz, travelling in a 
van which became his home. 
He said in an interview this 
week he might have tried to 
endure the pain of arthritis 
getting along with aspirin, 
but the idea of being crippled 
and unable to get around was 
what compelled him to try 
venom. 
He wants scientific 
research done on the use of 
bee venom and is convinced 
itwould vindicate his claims. 
"This book is not proof that 
it (venom) works," he said. 
Help offered in kidnap 
SAN SALVADOR (AP) -- 
The Salvadurcan junta has 
broken relations with Sooth 
Africa's white supremacist 
government but said it will 
do all it can to secure the 
release of South Africa's 
ambassador, kidnapped 
Wednesday by guerrillas in 
this Central American 
capital. 
The foreign ministry said 
its decision to break 
relations with Sou~ Africa 
was made before the kid- 
napping of Ambassador 
Archibald Gardner Dunn, 
andthat it condemns the 
abduction. 
Dunn, 60, apparently was 
not injured ..when he was 
seized by 10 men and women 
armed with machine.guns 
and pistols as he left his 
office for his car about noon 
Wednesday, police and 
witnesses said. 
None of the country's 
terrorist groups im- 
med ia te ly  c la imed 
responsibility for the kidnap- 
ping, the first since the Oct. 
15 coop which overthrew 
President Carlos Humberto 
Romero. Many leftist groups 
have condemned the junta s 
an extension of Romero's 
military rule 
Authoress promoting 
books for children 
By DON SCHAFFER 
Herald Staff Writer 
Monies Hughes, author 
of several hooks for 
children, was in Terrace 
recently to help promote 
Children's Book Festival 
Week. 
Hughes, who was born 
in England and spent her 
childhood in Cairo, 
Egypt, before returning 
to England to attend 
school, writes mostly 
science or historical 
fiction for children in the 
grades 5 to 7 range, but 
she says that she feels her 
books can be enjoyed by 
people of all ages. 
"I like to think that 
there is enough in my 
books o that older people 
can get something out of 
them as well," she said. 
She has had six of her 
books published, none by 
Canadian publishers. 
"None of the Canadian 
publishing houses were 
interested in my books," 
she. said, "so I have an 
English publisher. I 
would have liked to have 
had them (her books) 
Pthublished in Canada, but 
e situation here with 
the publishing business is 
very strange." 
She echoed the concern 
that many Canadian 
authors voice about the 
Canadian publishing 
business. 
"They seem to want to 
have new authors spring 
from the earth with the 
talent and salab:flity of a 
Pierre Berton, and  of 
course, that isn't 
possible." 
She said that Canadian 
publishing houses are 
unwilling to make ' the  
commitment to he!p new 
authors, to bring them 
along and develop their 
talent. 
" 'McCle l land and 
Stewart are about the 
best for that," she said, 
"and even they aren't all 
that  willing to develop 
new talent." 
Hughes aid that many 
Canadian writers are 
forced to turn to the 
"vanity press," private 
publishers whom the 
author pays to publish his 
work, •rather than the 
other way around. 
"Writing is different 
from other art forms," 
she said. "If you paint a 
picture, even if you don't 
sell it you can still hang it 
on the wall and ap- 
preciate it yourself. 
"But if you write a book 
and no-one reads it, then 
it doesn't really exist. If 
no-one hears what you 
have to say, if no-one 
reads your book, it's very 
frustrating. This is why 
so many authors do turn 
to the "vanity press." 
Hughes feels that her 
books are written on 
three levels; an ad- 
venture level, reading 
just for the  story; a 
thematic level and a 
symbolic level. 
She says her themes 
are ecological in nature, 
although that may not 
• come out of them in a 
brief reading. 
Her books are on 
various topics, and not all 
of them are science 
fiction. 
Although Earthdark, 
The Tomorrow City and 
Crisis on Conshelf Ten 
are well known, she has 
also written books about 
more  down-to-earth 
topics, such as her book 
The Ghost-Dance Caper, 
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KITIMAT CUPE 
CONTEST Contract deal reached WINNERS The Dlst riot of Kitimat and the uulon Nov. 22 and by the increased to . for brealdest 
theCanadlanUnionofPubUc district Nov.26, outside and $5.50 for dinner. 
Employees, Local 707 have workers will receive an In January, 1981, em- 
Martha Berky and Annette Clift of Terrace reached agreement on a increase of $1.07 per hour polyeeswilireceiveaP.5per 
were the co-winners of the Colour the Mountain revised contract, aereas the beard effective cent increase plus a coat of 
contest sponsored by the Regional District of CUPE and the district January 1, 1980. living allowance triggered at 
Kitimat-Stikine. entered into negotiations to 6 per cent over the base 
There were well in excess of 500 entries to the revise the current collective Insideworkerswill receive month and paid quarterly 
contest tocolour aposter of the Kitsumkalum ski agreement Nov. 21. The an increase of $.61 per hour starting in the quarter 
hill. The two winners each received.a day and current agreement would across the board effective following the date triggering 
night season ski .pass to the hill. have expired Dec. 31, 1980. Jan. 1, 1980. took place. 
The revised contract will The COLA will provide an 
Inga Davis and Donna Bentham were awarded expire Dec. 31, 1981. The tradesman premium increase of one cent per hour 
night skiing season passes for finishing in second Under the terms of the willberalsodto$.49perhour for cach .30 point rise in the 
place. In addition 20 other youngsters received revised contract ratified by and meal allowances will he Consumer Price Index. 
honorable mention and will receive a night ski 
pass. Prizes can be picked up at the regional Postal strike is seen office on 4644 Lazelle Avenue. The winning and 
about an Indian boy w~o runner up entries are on display in the office. By ED YUDIN strike in the new year and their allies are and that 
"steals back"  his: " Herald Staff Writer labour will back the strike in labour is sensitive to their 
grandfather's propertyl ~ ' "  " ~ e e * ; n ' ~  c r u c ~ a  !11  There will almost eer- this province," he predieted, problems," he added. 
from a museum ook is ' tainly be a national postal noting the union can legally Johnson noted the general 
Her latest b strike in the new year ac- strike as of Jan. 1,1980. Leat tone of the labour movement for the Hazeltons cording to Panl Johnson, the weckdelegateaatthecm, in British Columbia ap- another sci-fi novel secretary of Kltimat- vention sent a telegram to peered to be moving left He 
tentatively titled The Terrace and District Labour Solicitor-General Allan said "the more progressive 
Keeper of the Isis Light. Council. Lawrence demanding Parrot strain of labour appears to 
"My books can spring Two public meetings in district," he said. "We got be released and aH charges be preponderant." 
from anywhere, and New and South Hazelton this problems with the Two Mile Johnson said Monday that dropped. He also added that the 
usually the finished week will be a determining School. I, myself don't know delegates at the recent B.C. local abour council received 
product is only indirectly factor in the future of the why it was closed down, I Federation of Labour con- On another matter, a fair amount of attention 
related to the in- communities, think it is going to come to a vention in Vancouver had Johnson noted the con- from the executive, noting it 
Many Allen, the regional head one of these days." expressed complete support vention had expressed was one of only two local 
spiration." district director for the Allen, however doubts a for the plight of Jean.Claude complete support for the councils mentioned in the 
She doesn't exist from Haseltons, ays the meeting soh~l board for the area will Parrot, the jailed leader of rights of native people in the executive r port. Hesays the 
day today on government in New Hazelton takes place he created in the foreseeable theUnion of Canadian Postal province. He said labour executive report mentioned 
grants as many authors Thursday night. The first future. Workers. Parrot was jailed supports the land claims of that the Terrace-Kitimat 
in Canada are forced to. meeting oecured Wednesday for defying last October's native people, council was the only one to 
"I don't have a grant, I evening in South Hazelton. back-to-work legislation. "It is important that invite B.C. Fed. leader Jim 
have a husband," she "After the outcome of "There will be a postal native peoplerecngnizewho Kineaird to speak. 
said. those meetings we will know 
"If he didn't support where e,,whether weStand'"amalgamatedhe said. Labor blames cutback 
me there would be no way southtown with newtown or 
I could continue writing incorporate newtown." The federal government September of this year Kitimat to deal with such 
without a grant." He indicated adecision is policy of prosecuting cases alone, cases, and the coovention 
Her trip was sponsored also pending for Kitwanga of unemployment i surance Ron Atkey, the minister of passed arecommendation t  
by the Canada Council, which he says is leaning abuse is an attempt to make employment and ira- that effect. 
who promoted the towards incorporation. Once scapegoats out of the victlms migration, has termed the 
Children's Book Festival thecommunity incorporates, of unemployment says Paul situation "unacceptable" Rezoning 
Week. Hughes lives in it will receive additional Johnson, the secretary ofthe and saidbe is committed to 
Edmonton, and she feels provincial funding. Terrace-Kit imat and clearthg it up criticized 
Allen also gave.his support ~ District Labour Council. Johnson thinks the 
that the Council wanted for a separate school district "It's an indication of the problem doesn't lie in the VERNON, B.C. (CP) -- 
to bring out-of-province for the Hazeltons. ! Clark government mentality number of abuses, but rather The British Columbia 
authors to ,B.C. for the "There are quite a few that in cutting back rather in the budgetary cutbacks. Federation of Agriculture 
{rips rather than B.C. complaints from some of the MARTY ALLEN than meeting the needs of He suggested the govern- wants to stop restrictive 
authors'be~i~/s~ they felt people about the school people, they are blaming the ment efforts would be more zoning of land in the 
that local writers could victim of unemployment," properly directed towards agricultural land reserve. 
make an impression in Howard ca'"n-Jl]L g he sald. "They are trying to achieving full employment, Delegates to the 
the areas they lived shift the problem of a goul which he said has bean federation's annual con- 
unemployment onto the reaffirmed at last week's without aid, where out-of- vention passed a resolution 
area writers could -u-¢"" e ,  J u'Ot " people that are unem-annual convention of the Wednesday asking the 
provide a different S ployed." B.C. Federation of Labour. provincial government to 
perspective. Lastweck, BobHaines, the Johnson also said the take necessary measures to 
She visited the northern MLA Frank Howard to export power. Howard manager of the Canada problem of local access to prohibit interference by 
part of the province, (NDP-Skeena) said Wed- claimed he wrote Kempf on Employment Centre in the.board of referees was a regional and municipal 
while Dennis Lee, author nesday that Ondncca MLA Sept. 17 asking when the Terrace, had confirmed that promem mscussea t the governments with ag- 
Jack Kempf should be committee would meet. He people who had not reported convention. If a person in ricultural and use. 
of books like AHigatoj~ replaced.as chairman of the says Kempf wrote him back earnings while collecting UI Terrace and Kitimat wishes At present, land com- 
P~;: :iy'L~,'/s~d t h e r,n ',, . . . .  , . . . . .  Legislatgre~s .Crown eor-: saying it would do so shortly; ""i~nefi~'~ouldl~e'prosecuted to appeal a decision by'the "'mission decisions 'm ap- 
t~,',~:,~, 01-3(~ iJ.~. ';~,~ porations co.m~it Jee ibut Howard :~ays that in:'l(~ ~aincs said a~ id-;~Ulcemmission',theyhnveto plications to.remove land 
Hughes was surprised because of his seeming pre- meeting has still not taken ve'sUgator has been ap- travel to Prince George at fffonr fife ~ re~erv'd' can b~ 
at the level of cultural occupaUonwiththeso.called place. Howard concluded pointed to look into an their own expense. Johnson appealed to the enviromnant 
development in the small dirty tricks affair. Howard that Kempf should be estimated 715 cases of UI says there should he a board and land use committee of 
northern towns she has charged Kempf with replaced abuse between April and of referees in Terrace or cabinet. 
visited. She said that the negglecting his legislative 
responsibilities at the ex- 
opportunities for cultural pense of the dirty tricks 
activity are present in investigation. Knights of  Co lumbus  
every northern corn- "Either Kempf has been 
munity she has visited on too wrapped up in dealing 
hertour, and that she was with the so-called dirty "G IANT B I N G O "  also pleased to see that tricks fiasco to pay attention 
the regional l ibrary ) to his public reapansibflllies 
concept has caught on so or he has deliberately 
well here. intorefusedsessiont°call thein committeeorder to St,m.OO laiN PRIZE 
"In Valemount the provide B,C. Hydro with a . 
library had books that my clear run at getting National Diego Every First Satlrday of Each Month 
loeallibrary in Edmonton Energy Board approval to 
doesn't even have yet," export power from B.C." 
Hughes said. Howard, who is the NDP $100,00 Door Prize at Each Bingo 
Two of Hughes' books house leaser, says the Crown lOth Game SSO0.O0 if won in SO numbers or less, decreasing SIO0.O0 anumber to 11100.00. 
MONICA HUGHES are available in the corporations committee 
Terrace Public Library, should, meet before B.C. • i [ Cit..y an NEBonDec 11 BC Hydro 8000 p .m.  a t  Ver i tas  Ha l l  December  1s t  The Tomorrow " d Hydros hearing with the a == 
TER RACE . The Ghost-Dance caper, will be apply'ing'f~r' a'liceuse • i 
I COUNCIL  BRIEFS ' " . .  . . .   IGHCOUNTRY  There will be a public ' ' 
meeting held prior to the 
Terrace district council ra f t s& Gifts meeting of Dee, 10 to gauge 
public opinion on the ~ J )  | / i L~f~t~ 
feasibility of granting a a,rou  Nov. 30t"& Sat. Dec. 1 seeking to construct aneigh- ? ~\ jq[JP 
Hampton.bearh°°d pub on Keith near (!~') I f '  o 
Kelly Williams and Blake 10 OFF EVERYTHING in the All West Centre Davis are seeking approval 
of the project before actual L j (except macrame cord) 
construction begins. S~e added that "I have had it 
In other council news, the with Terrace dust." .... t l c  GIFTS MACRAME CORD 
Tulstravietories n Nov.T r acef°r mayor,their 17.re'electiOnHe alsoDaVe i ~  w ~ ~  ~ r¢~..,..~,= mm,.~ 
Maroney, congratulated In considering the matter, 
Helmet Giesbreeht and Jack council members noted a 
policy to pave that secion of Hand carved ~40 
Graham had already been JEWELLERY BOX ...... ~ 59" 2 ply -245 yards. . .  v 
thanked the outgoing made a priority item. 
alderman, Alan Sourer, for Alderman Alan Sourer said 
his service as both an active informed" and suggested a i~/i ~ /~:  i=! ' : '  RE Hand Made participant on council and MACRAME HANGERS 4 ply -12o yards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 00 copy of the policy he mailed ~ '  ~='1" *~ '~ ~"  ' '  ~' : '~!  for his key role as chairman * to her. of the parks and recreation , . ~ Hand Embroidered "195  4"  
escarpment.Wmmittae' The policy is WEATHER l | o ,o 
The municipality will : , : TABLE CLOTHS ..... from I 6 ply - 75 yards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
prepare an overall policy for :.~- ": " " N :  ~ 
the protection of the bench . . . . . .  ~'i: .... ~ TABLE CLOTHS ...... from1 9 ply - yards ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 20 .... "'~'" ,~ ," ". : ::ii: ,'i . Lace "~00 
aideratlon of a proposed Forecasts for Yukon and . ~': - Plus all);our macrame accessories 
residential developmont on Northwestern B.C lsaued by ~ ~ ~ ~ : : i l  :~! ,~1 ~ Mira Finish 
the edge of the bench, Environment Canada ate:S0 WALL PLAQUES ....... from 7 50 Mail Ord~.r Coupon 
~ i  I Name ...................................... A proposal to locate a new a.m. PSI' Thursday Nov. 29 
garbage dump on Kalum for today and Friday. " .... ~,./, ~ ~! i  ~ ~ Postal Code . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone . . . . . . .  L ke Drive has been Synopsis: Strong south. Large selection of Address ..................................... 
rejected by the ministry of easterly winds continued to ;~  " ~'. l t fA  ~ Sayelle Wool 
lands, parks and housing, deliver exceptionalymfldair . . . .  ~- MY ORDER 
The site was found un- to the Yukon overnight.' 
suitable for numerous Early this morning, Dawson ............................................... 
technical reasons, one of surpassed the 1965 record STORE HOURS ...................................... • 
which is its proximity to maximum of plus 2 by over 5 ............................... • • • e*  a , l i c e . , . , .  
residents. Municipal ad- degrees. Monday - Friday - 9 am - 9 pm Saturday 9 am - 6 pm ............................................... 
ministrator Bob Hallsor said Winds will diminish High Country Crafts & Gifts 
the rejection wasn't of great somewhat with the passage 
stgnifieance in that "there is of a weak upper level 4511-F  KE ITH AVE.  638"1645 4711-F Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K2 
no immediate need" for such disturbance later today. . : ~  
• . . . . . . 
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The ramifications of the Eurocan pulp mili fire of 
Nov. 11 have turned out to be more serious than was 
first generally realized. 
It was first estimated the mill would be shut down 
for a relatively short period while repairs to the 
precipitator, a pollution control device, were effected. 
But it didn't turn out to be that simple. 
It quickly became apparent the precipitator would 
not be in operation until March. It would take that long 
to ship parts from Kitchener, Ontario, and 
manufacture the other remaining components. As 
company spokesman Stan Fritter put it, you can't buy 
a precipitator in a store. 
The upshot of all this meant hat the mill could not 
operate within accepted pollution emission standards 
until March. This in turn would mean up to 600 em- 
ployees could be laid off for a considerable ngth of 
time. Faced with that threat, the company and 
municipality acted quickly to come up with a con- 
tinquency plan. It was decided to'bypass the 
precipitator and apply for a relaxation of emission 
standards from the pollution control branch. 
That permission was granted on Monday. However, 
it is still very much in the air as to what capacity the 
mill can operate at without going past the relaxed 
standards. 
A surveillance committee has been established to 
monitor the situation. Hopefully, they will do their job 
~lir~iefly~d realize health 'considerations are more 
j ~important,~an:~prt te m',~.~'conomic problems: 
"In~i~'iiy'~'dse ", thi's appears to bi~ ode ci/'c'iamtadce 
where labour and management are in agreement on 
an issue. Fritter said Tuesday that the favourable 
reaction and co-operation ofthe union locals has been 
a big help in getting the mill operations and sur- 
veillance network established. 
Hopefully, the mill will be able to operate with a 
semblance of normality without, pardon the ex- 
pression, creating a big stink. 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
i i  i i 
An open letter to 
The Board of School 
Trustees, 
School District Nbr, 88, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Sirs and Mesdames: 
While attending Open 
House at Thernhill Junior 
Secondary School recently, I 
was struck by the'hazardous 
physical conditions of the 
portable classroom where 
Mrs. Petereon, the French 
teacher, isexpected to work. 
To reach this classroom I 
had to wade through a 
puddle at least 3,0 cms deep. 
The smell of mould was 
overpowing the minute I 
opened the classroom door. 
The cause of the mould is 
clearly evident-great gaps 
in the ceiling show where the 
rainwater has leaked in 
buckling the ceiling tiles, 
and puddling on the carpet. 
Mrs. Peterson told me the 
water actually drips an to the 
students who are un- 
fortunate enough to sit below 
these leaks. She said after 
parents complained to the 
school board last year, whe 
did get a carpet. Now if only 
you could see your way clear 
to patching the roof... 
When the portable was 
first put into service it was 
intended as a temporary 
classroom. But that was five 
years ago. Surely in five 
years the school board could 
recognize the need to ven- 
tilate the crawl space and 
patch the leaky roof to 
eliminate the drips and 
resultant mould. The narrow 
gap of sky between the gym 
and the portable's porch roof 
means a perpetual swim. 
ruing pool or skating rink has 
to be crossed to move from 
the main school building to 
the portable, (Mr. Phillips 
and his students, too, share 
th is  common approach  
hazard. I cannot say whether 
or not his classroom suffers 
the same sort of leaks and 
mould.) 
For a minimal sum of 
building material and labour 
the lO-feet gap could be 
bridged by a raised platform 
of wood or concrete to keep 
feet out of the puddle, and a 
roof constructed to shelter 
the crossing from rain and 
snow. 
It may be a simple choice- 
a small investment of time 
and material now,' versus a 
gigantic lawsuit and a 
permanently diabled child or 
teacher later. 
I urge the school board to 
rectify these unhealthy and 
dangerous ituations im- 
mediately. 
Sincerely ours, 
Mrs. Claudette Sandeeki 
Dear Sirs: 
On behalf of the Terrace 
and District Arts Council, I
would like to thank you for 
your generous donation of 
publicity for the recent 
performance of "Jacques 
Brel",  held in Terrace. 
We appreciate your 
continuing support of our 
efforts to bring outstanding 
performances to our area, 
and your assistance helped 
to make this particular event 
a complete success, 
Yours sincerely, 
(Mrs,) Joan Spencer, 
Secretary. 
The Herald welcomes its readers comments. 
All letters to the editor of general public interest 
. will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or had taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. 
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Howard on the hotsprings 
So much has been written lately about the Lakelse 
hot springs that many people I have spoken with want 
to hear about something new. This seems natural, for 
there is only so much that one can say about the hot 
springs~ and their potential. 
The provincial government has takena small step in 
ithe direction of developing the springs and now the 
concern will not be so much "What?" as it will be 
"When, and What else?" 
In the When and What Else areas it might be wor- 
thwhile to list some of the things expressed in the 
Update on the hot springs which was released by 
Lands Minister Chabot in Terrace recently. 
Remember that the author of the Update was careful 
only to include therein opinions expressed by local 
residents. The author also wrote a covering letter to 
Mr. Chabot but that letter, which presumably con- 
tained recommendations and opinions, was not 
available. 
In any event, let's look at some of the material in the 
Update of August, 1979. 
"...development should now be heavily directed 
toward a destination-type r sort capable of drawing 
visitors from outside the region, and for that matter, 
outside the country." 
That seems to fit in with the massive plans 
established by one of the earlier owners of the hot 
springs, plans which never got into operation. 
Another quotation from the Update is: "Seen as 
important for development of this recreation business 
is coastal ferry service into Kitimat..." 
That, of course, is a point which has been made time 
and time again by many people. But, the attitude of 
the provincial government was opposed to a ferry 
terminal at Kitimat. Perhaps this Update will have 
changed their minds about it. In any event, the 
reference in .the Update can be used as additional 
ammunition either to get the province to change its 
mind or to advance the change if it has already taken 
place. 
Another quotation states something I knew about 
earlier but had hoped was changed. The Update says, 
with respect to the idea of greenhouses, "The Ministry 
of Agriculture has not studied the possibilities for 
commercial horticulture from these hot springs." 
Isn't that sad, especially inasmuch as it was the 
Minister of Agriculture who effected the return of the 
hot springs in the first place. 
An orderly and economically viable development of
the hot springs will be of benefit to Kitimat, to 
Smithers and to all the places in between "and 
surrounding us. Orderly and economic development 
can take place either by the provincial government 
alone or with the financial assistance of the federal 
'government. 
In that regard I received a call from a Mr. Marshall 
who is Director-General for B.C. of DREE, a federal 
agency. Mr. Marshall tells me that even the $50,000 
initial study announced by Mr. Chabot could be partly 
funded by DREE. He also told me that there is a 
permanent federal-provincial committee in Victoria 
which looks at such matters on a continuing basis. All 
they need to get going is a simple phone call from the 
Minister of Lands, Parks and Housing. 
OTTAWA 
VIEWPOINT 
by JIM FULTON 
SKEENA M.P .  
The big news in Ottawa this week is, of course, the 
resignation of Pierre Trudeau. While the timing came 
as a bit of a surprise, the departure itself is not very 
surprising. Mr. Trudeau had dem. onstrated _v~ li!tle 
enthusiasm for hts new posmon since me eiec on may 
22. 
As a Canadian whose formative years were within 
Trudeau's term as Prime Minister, I definitely want to 
~.y tribute to his efforts on behalf of the country. 
le I clearly disagree with some ac!ions undertaken 
by the Liberal government, his eltorts were mrectea 
towards the public good as he saw it. History will 
judge whether the public good was served in the long 
term. 
A review of the Trudeau years brings back events 
and policies both good and bad. On the one hand, we 
saw a renewed effort to bring English and French 
Canadians together. We also saw the election of a P.Q. 
government in the same period. We saw the un. 
necessary use of the War Measures Act and 
systematic abuse of our police and justice systems. 
We saw an extension of certain progressive 
programmes in health and labout fields; some 
recognition of the special problems of women and 
native citizens; and a greater effort to develop 
Canadian independence. 
Unfortunately, almost every progressive move by 
the Trudeau Liberals was reversed after 1972. We saw 
far too much patronage; too many scandals; and 
Trudeau was, at times, arrogant and isolated. The 
minority government brought some results under 
NDP pressure such as Petrooan, but we have seen 
little of the earlier Trudeau "liberalism" since 1972. 
The cuts in services to people, the breakdown in 
government management, the failure and inequity of 
wage controls, the unprecedented years of inflation 
and unemployment, and the further growth of foreign 
ownership are the legacy of the last liberal govern- 
ment. 
So what does all this mean now, for the present 
Parliament and for the country? In my view, it un- 
derlines the very precarious state of the Liberal party 
as a nationai'party~' Trey have h~d.nd.direction si ce 
May 22. They iid~,e attacked the pohcies of the Clark 
government at every opportunity but have failed to 
state that those policies, for the most •part, were 
Liberal policies. They have left the real job of con- 
structive opposition to the NDP. Within the Liberal 
caucus, there is no sense of direction, no real will to 
propose the alternatives that Canadaneeds so badly. 
The Liberal's dilemma is not limited to just the 
federal Parliament. They have just one provincial 
seat in the four western provinces. They do not have 
just one provincial seat in the four western provinces. 
They do not have a single prpvincial governmentin 
Canada. Iii t'he west, they have a total of three MP's: 
one in B.C. (elected by less than onehundred votes) 
and two in Manitoba. In many B.C. ridings, May 22 
saw the Liberals finish in third place. Clearly, in B.C. 
and throughout western Canada, they are a spent 
force. The Quebec block remains, as do certain 
bastions in Atlantic Canada and Ontario. 
Any Liberal leader who follows Trudeau must 
seriously examine these facts. The previous in- 
sensitivity to the needs of western and northern 
Canadians will not be tolerated again and any choice 
• o(Liho.ral leader must reflect hat if he or she expects 
to speak for all Canadians. 
The instability of the present minority government 
is bound to be increased by the vacuum in the Liberal 
party. At this point, we cannot predict exactly what 
this will mean in terms of Parliament's work. As a 
member of the NDP caucus, I can assure you that we 
will continue to press in a constructive manner for 
positive policies. We need serious action to deal with 
growing economic problems uch as prices, interest 
rates, and continuing unemployment. 
We will continue to provide the constructive op- 
position role that a productive Parliament requires, 
with or without a useful Liberal presence. How the 
Clark government reacts is a question only time can 
answer. The by-election results in Prince Albert, 
where the NDP won Mr. Diefenbaker's seat, indicate 
that the Clark government would be wise to listen to 
• the NDP suggestions to deal with our problems. 
I remind all Terrace residents that my represen- 
tative can be reached at 638-1818 in order to get in- 
formation or to get assistance. Or, you can write to me 
directly ~are of the House of Commons, Ottawa, 
Ontario, KI'A 0X2 (no postage required). 
The many Pierre Trudeau faces 
OTTAWA - -  Liberal Leader Pierre Trudeau is still 
the best act on the national stage. 
Yet without peer in national politics --  although 
technically playing only second lead to Conservative 
Prime Minister Joe Clark -- he remains the con- 
summate scene-stealer. 
And his timing for the dramatic is as dead on as ever 
- -  even more so. 
In his declaration of war on the Conservatives the 
other night he did two things: 
- Made it clear that he was "in" for the next election 
as Liberal Leader, killing any question that he might 
fall or be pushed out by the party's disheartened and 
disenchanted troops in Parliament. 
- Rallied the faltering ranks with his macho, elec- 
trifying declaration that he would lead the charge at 
the first opportunity to dispatch Prime Minister Clark 
and the Conservatives to the opposition side of the 
Commons "where they so long have roosted, and 
where they belong." 
With his call to arms he stole the headlines and the 
lead minutes in airtime news from the government, 
not an easy thing to do for any opposition. 
The very manner of his doing it was old.time 
showman Trudeau. 
He went out to Ottawa West, a suburban riding in the 
National Capital where neither he nor former Liberal 
Leader and Prime Minister Lester Pearson had ever 
before ventured. 
It wasn't just that it was Ottawa West, it was more 
that it was a riding where the former Liberal MP 
Lloyd Francis -- beaten in the last election -- had 
OTTAWA OFFBEAT J 
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carried on a vigorous underground antl-Trudeau' 
campaign within the party. 
Lloyd Francis was never a Trudeau supporter even 
whi!e sitting in the Commons as a Liberal MP. 
He was anti-bilingualism, anti-Quebec, anti- 
decentralization, and more and more emerged in 
public and in the House of Commons, too, as anti- 
Trudeau. 
He blamed Trudeau for his defeat in Ottawa West 
and for the party's loss of national power. 
So in going out to Ottawa West for the annual 
meeting of Lloyd Francis and the Liberals of that 
tiding Trudeau publicly displayed a new readiness to 
accept -- even inv i te -  criticism and perhaps op- 
position in the party ranks -- and a willingness to try 
healing any breach that threatens Liberal unity. 
He told them that from now on he would seize any 
opportunity to bring on another election if only to 
preveflt Joe Clark from "further ruining of the 
COuntry." 
He has the numbers --  they are there in the Com- 
mons, only to be allied --  for toppling the Tories from 
their vulnerable minority position. 
He picked not only the place for his declaration of 
war, but the time. 
Up to then it had been his position -- indicating to 
some of his discouraged troops a disinterest in 
carrying on as leader --  that Clark's Conservatives 
should be given "a chance to • govern." 
Now he struck at the psychological time with the 
Tortes boxed in by high interest rates, rising oil prices, 
unemployment, inflation and a falling dollar. 
This was yet another "new" Trudeau. 
Serious, aggressive, down-to-earth, strictly 
business, and most of all Trudeau the revitalized 
leader. 
There have been so many Pierre Trudeaus. 
The first -- it seems too long ago --  the gay bachelor 
in long leather coat, flashing across the scene in a low, 
silver Mercedes. 
Then the casual, who-cares, v~ith.the.world-by-tbe" 
tail Trudeau of the sandals, slacks, open-throat car- 
digans and long hair over the collar -- in short, the 
slob. 
Came then the "tormented Trudeau," his attention 
torn and his concentration on business hattered by 
the unpredictably damaging Margaret. 
Finally, before defeat last spring, the "High Noon 
Trudeau," facing defeat defiantly with his thumbs 
tucked in his belt, palms pointing down, alert for the 
quick draw and the shootout-at-the-parliamentary 
corral. 
Now the "Warrior Trudeau," on the warpath in 
fighting physical trim and buslness-like blue-grey 
suits. 
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IN NEGOTIATION,~ 
Ferry Corp. criticized 
for breach of privacy 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  The 
" British Columbia Ferry 
Corp. used private and 
conf ident ia l  information 
from B.C. Telephone Co. 
records in a B .C ,  Labor Re- 
latinns Board arbitration 
bearing last January, ar- 
bitration board member 
Arnte  Davis said Wed- 
i" nesday. 
i The private telephone 
billing records of ferry 
Captain Gerry Stalling, 
~' whose case was before the 
• hearing, was received by the 
corporation without sub- 
,' Poena. 
• "This raises serious and 
, fundamental questions about 
'..,the investigative liberties 
taken by crown corporation 
security employees in labor 
relations," said Mike Bar- 
bor, of the B.C. Ferry and 
Marine Workers Union. 
i" The union represented 
':Stsi]ing Ill hiS successful 
petition to the arbitration 
board for relestatement and 
back pay after his firing last 
year. 
At the arbltratinu hearing 
Jan. 15, ferry corporation 
counsel Irwin Nathanson, 
questioned Stalling on 
telephone calls he had made 
from his Nanaimo, R.C. 
home to his chief officer in 
Victoria. 
Davis said Wednesday he 
questions the prepriety of the 
questions and the source of 
the Information concerning 
Slalling'a private telephone 
record. 
"Under those cir- 
cumstances that (in- 
formation) would have to be 
subpoenaed by the chairman 
of the (arbitration) board 
and the board did not issue 
any eobpeena," Davis said. 
B.C. Tel was subpoenaed 
to appear Jan. 30 and to 
bring Slalling'e telephone 
records. Davis said he 
requested it to determine 
w the ferry corporation 
had received the .infer- 
matins. 
Pilot flying beyond 
A. B.C. Tel official 
testified at the hearing the 
only way information con. 
eerning a customer's billing 
record can be obtained is 
through a sub~cens. 
The only subpoena on 
record was the one dated 
Jan. 19, four days after 
Nathaneon used information 
B.C. Tel said is available 
only by subpoenaing private 
records, the official said. 
Davis sold the information 
presented Jan. 15 was used 
by Nathauson in an attempt 
to prove collusion between 
Stalling and Ida chief officer. 
B.C. Tel officials say they 
have no record of a previous 
subpoena which would have 
allowed the corporation 
access to the private 
records. 
Nathanson said he does not 
remember the incident and 
does not want to discuss it. 
" I  Just don't see any Point 
in reopening the evidence at 
the hearingwhen the award 
has been rendered and it is 
available," Nathanscn said. 
Stalling was fired after a 
ferry hit the dock at Saitery 
Bay near Powell River, B.C. 
HE HELPS THEM SAY NO 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  It is rooted in office touted as a human rights 
A Vancouver.area em- 
ployer recently gave all 
the women in his small 
office vouchers to take= 
assertiveness training as 
part of the settlement ofa 
human rights complaint 
about sexual harassment. 
Hanne Jensen, a senior 
human rights officer, said 
Wednesday meat sexual 
harassment cases end 
with a money settlement 
and a letter of satisfaction 
for future employers but 
in that case the employer 
didn't understand why his 
female employees didn't 
object to being grabbed 
by him. 
"The employer said 
these women should have 
said they didn't like 
having their brests 
grabbed," Ms. Jensen 
said. 
Earlier, she told the 
Canadian Pension Con- 
ferenee that the branch 
considers "any unwar- 
ranted sexual attention 
where the recipient is not 
• free to respond without 
worrying about the 
consequences" to be 
sexual harassment. 
power and the women 
picked on are young, 
inexper ienced staff 
members, she said. 
Employers are usually 
shaken up when an em. 
ployee complains of 
sexual harassment, she 
said in an interview. One 
employer even gave a 
cash donation to Rape 
Relief as a result of a 
sexua l  harassment  
complaint. 
Ms. Jenson also told the 
conference that one. 
quarter of the branch's 
complaints about sex 
discrimination come 
from women who are 
fired because they are 
pregnant. Two standards 
of competency seems to 
exist - -  one for women 
workers and one for 
molhers.to-be. 
Few are reinstated in 
their jobs and most eases 
are settled with a decent 
severance paycheque, 
she said. 
MLA Dennis Cocke told 
the conference that 
mandatory retirement at 
age 65 is being falsely 
issue because pensions 
are not keeping up with 
the needs of these ap- 
proaching that age. 
Most pension plans 
have succeeded only in 
making r~tired workers 
die poor and older women 
second-claso citizens, 
said Cocke, NDP member 
for New Westminster. 
Everyone  knows 
someone who is fit and 
anxious to remain at work 
pest age 65, he said, but 
many others hang on 
because they have to. 
He urged the con- 
ference members, who 
come from private 
business, public corpo- 
rations and trade unions, 
to press for universally 
portable pensions that 
allow workers to transfer 
their pension contribu- 
tions from job to Job 
" I f  we don't work 
toward this end, what 
we're saying to gov- 
ernments i 'come on in,' 
because governments are 
going to be driven into it 
for no other reason than 
the cost of social 
welfare." 
Report reveals reprimands 
Punch proved costly 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  The 
victim of a 1977 highway 
accident was ordered 
Wednesday to pay the man 
who crashed into him 
$200,000 because of a punch 
the vi¢tim threw in a 
roadside argument that 
followed the mishap, 
The single punch sent 
Marshall Johnstone to the 
Vement where he struck 
head--and now is per- 
manently blind, British 
Columbia Supreme Court 
was told. 
O utside.the.pip  
Plowrneter 
Non.invasive 
Now you can measure 
flow inside a pipe, simply 
and inexpensively with- 
out having to break into 
the pipe or disrupt lhe 
flow in any way. 
Polysonics non- 
invasive ultrasonic 
flowmeters feature state- 
of-the-art electronic 
circuitry and single trans- 
ducer design permitting 
flow measurement of a 
wide range of liquids over a broad temperature range. 
Can be used with foaming, non-homogeneous, high 
solids content, and even cryogenic fluids. No wonder 
Polysonics is the leading manufacturer of ultra-sonic 
flowmeters, proven in installations around the world• 
Polysonics portable and fixed-installation flowmeters 
are ideal for process control, pipe lines, water and waste 
treatment plants, and numerous other applications. 
Phone or write to .day for full details. 
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By GARRY FAIRBAIRN 
CALGARY (CP) - -  The al- 
ready-bitter elations bet. 
wean two competing national 
voices of small business 
spawned more lawsuits this 
"week. ~ 
Vlce-preddent AI Bizhoff 
of the three-month-old 
Canadian Organimtion of 
Small Business filed 
statements of claim Tuesday 
in Court of Queen's Bench 
against his former em- 
ployer, the Canadian 
Federation of Independent 
Business, and federation 
officers John Bullneh and 
Raymond Sherks both of To- 
ronto. 
The defendants have 60 
days to file their defenccs 
against the statements of 
claim, which allege that 
Bishoff was wrongfully 
dismissed and that his 
character has been unfairly 
defamed in internal 
federation ewsletters. 
The Calgary court action is 
the latest develoliment in 
seven months of internal 
dissent and controversy that 
have buffeted the eight-year- 
old federation, which has 
Train 
crash 
inquiry 
t00 MILE HOUSE (CP) --  
B.C. Railway officials are in- 
vestigating a bead-us 
eallision between a freight 
train and a yard locomotive 
Wednesday that sent three 
men to hospital, one with 
serious Injuries. 
The accident occurred at 
the Exeter station Just 
outside of this Cariboo 
community. 
A railway spokesman enid 
only the yard locomotive was 
derailed so rail traffic would 
not be disrupted. The freight 
train was carrying lumber,. 
lp and paper. 
on Benson. 46, Of 
Williams Lake suffered 
serious head injuries in the 
crash and was listed in 
critical condition in 
Kamloops hespilal. 
Bruce Curli, 33, of 100 Mile 
House, was in good condition 
with head and chest injuries 
while Brian Barker, 31, of 
Liilooet, was released from 
hospital after being treated 
for minor Injuries. 
about 55,000 member 
businessmen, 
Last April, divisional man- 
agers flew to federation 
headquarters to question 
proposals to reduce their 
number and to build a 
million hesdquarters in 
Toronto, 
Bishoff, then western divi- 
sional manager, left the 
federation May 18, Five days 
later, the federation ob- 
tained a court order 
authorizing the sheriff to 
seize federation papers from 
Bishoff's Calgary residence 
• and ordering Bishoff not to 
disclose the contents of the 
papers to anyone else. 
The order was made solely 
on the baals of federation 
arguments, without Bishoff 
being heard, normal 
procedure for ex parts or- 
ders. 
After formation of the new 
organization was announced 
Aug. 8, with Bishoff as vice. 
president and other former 
federation personnel in key 
roles, the federatiun applied 
for an injunction to prohibit 
Bishoff working for the new 
orgnnlzatlon. 
Court of Queen's Bench re- 
Jocted the federation ap- 
pRcation and Bishoff, 
meanwhile, filed suit to 
declare that the May 23 
seizure and non.disclosure 
order should never have 
been made. 
Parallel to the various 
court actions, spokesmen for 
each group were criticizing 
each other's prospects for 
helping smull business. 
Bulloch, meanwhi le,  
predicted that his group 
would easily brush aside the 
new competition for the 
status of voice of small 
business within a year. 
Members of the new group 
"are not organization 
people," he told reporters. 
In addition to concerns 
over dilution of efforts on 
behalf of small business, 
federation officials face 
competition for membership 
revenues. 
The non-profit federatinn's 
~M-mlillon budget is based on 
the work of 75 membership 
salesmen, who receive half 
of each new membership fee 
In their districts and 25 per 
cent of each renewal. Fees 
vary from ~ to ~565 a year. 
Character izat ions of 
Bishoff in the newsletters 
are the basle for his claim of 
defamation. 
slammed procedures, being informed of the correct 
The supplementary report 
. VICTORIA (CP) . . -  Is more critical of the force 
~plitt ing 'the eaucauon in 13~itn tbnn tht~ tnt~rim 
' ° " . . . .  - - I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  mtmstry into two porttol o8 . . . . . . . . . . .  report released two weeks 
nag leo to teeny oupueauon Aen 
of services in other - ° " . , . , . . ,  . . . . .  • . ,. ~. 
. , _ . . .  _ _  Th l ;  i l=t ,~ot  t~ l JUtb  D¢iND W 
provinces where it nus seen ', - -  - . . . . . . . . . .  complaints from citizens, 
attempteo, uary t,aug, ~ur  . . . . .  policemen and government 
causation critic, sam • . . officials were investigated 
w~ouh~nest(~lr y" . . . . . . .  r , . . , .~ by the police commission. 
. , ,~ ,,,,,,~u,,,~, .~,,--© Of the citizens' 34 com- 
MLA said Premier Bill 
Bennett's recent decision to 
create a deperate univer- 
siftea ministry was a knee. 
jerk reaction to former 
education minister Pat 
McGeer's disinterest in 
publio education. 
"At a time when education 
coats are mounting, the 
government should he 
looking for ways to become 
more efficient not more 
plaints, 13 concerned use of 
excessive force; seven 
disrespectful behavior, three 
neglect of duty and It 
miscellaneous. 
Six criminal matters were 
investigated and two 
members of the force were 
charged, the report said. 
Two other members are 
being Investigated by RCMP 
and charges could come 
later. 
wasteful purely for ex- The report said 21 ad- 
pedient political reascns," ministrative deficiencies 
Lank said. were identified. It pays 
"Bennett should have fired particular attention to 
McGeer if McGeer wasn't conflicts of interest arising 
interested in education from policemen working on 
rather than create a new offduty Jobs. 
sandbox for him to play in The inquiry has led to the 
Bennet t ' s  par t i san  resignation of police Chief 
manipulations are going to Mervyn Smith and deputy 
prove very cestly to the tax. chief Terry Brenuan. 
payer." 
Bennett split the education 
portfolio in his cabinet 
shuffle Friday, naming 
McGeer minister of 
universities, science and 
communication and Brian 
Smith education minister, 
responsible for public 
schools, community colleges 
and vocational schools. 
Pleasant 
surprise 
NORTH VANCOUVER 
(CP) - -  Frances Tesaie 
thought she had won ~ in 
the Western Express lottery 
- -  until she went to cash her 
ticket at the bank. 
"I  didn't look at the ticket 
closely enough," Mrs. 
Tenaie, 48, said in an in. 
terview. "They checked the 
number at the bank and I 
found out I had won the 
grand prize of It00,000. It 
was a pleasant surprise." 
Frances and her husband, 
Patrick, who have three chil. 
dren, are planning a trip to 
Hawaii with pert of the win. 
sings. 
Another $I00,000 winner 
was truck driver Fred 
Kuxhouse, 48, of Maple 
Ridge. 
red and blue flashing lights 
operating as he pursued a 
ear which had gone through 
a stop sign. 
He said he saw a car 
stopped at the intersection 
and was convinced the 
driver had seen his 
emergency lights. 
Almost as he entered the 
intersection, he said, the 
other driver PoRed right in 
front of him and he couldn't 
• avoid the collision. 
Vandenborn also told 
Judge John Drysdale that he 
did not notice a stop sign at 
the intersection and thought 
it was a two-way stop. 
Vandenborn said he began 
chasing a black station 
wagon after seeing two cars 
drag racing in the adjacent 
municipality of Surrey. He 
said he followed the car and 
watched it go through a stop 
sign. 
Vandenborn said he didn't 
put on his emergency lights 
or siren because he was 
afraid the driver would try to 
escape. He said he wanted to 
get right behind the other car 
before activating emergency 
equipment. 
The trial was adjourned 
which hit a civilian vehicle, 
killing a woman occupant. It 
said the original police in. 
vestigation of' this incident 
was more than adequate. 
The report said that as a. 
result of the comm~ion 
.... ~weatigation new guidelines, 
have been set for the use of 
emergency equipment and 
an internal review board has 
been set up to look into ac- 
cidents involving police 
vehicles. 
McQueen 's  repor t  
suggested that many of the 
problems identified in the 
report could have been 
avoided if there had been an 
ongoing audit of municipal 
forces. 
It said such an audit would 
have monitored depart- 
ments, ensuring that 
propriate checks :nI~ 
balances were in effect. 
When the interim repot 
was released, three pages 
were held back because they 
dealt with incidents still 
under investigation. They 
are still being withheld. 
Delta council is standing 
by the decision to keep back 
that material until RCMP 
investigations are com- 
pleted. 
pleased to announce the merger of the two 
companies effective October 25, 1979. Mr. 
Cunliffe will become Chairman of the Board and 
Mr. Main will be President and Chief Executive 
Officer of the merged company. 
Willis Cunliffe TaR will bring to the DeLCan 
organization a total staff of 200 of whom 70 are 
professional engineers or support professionals, 
and the experience of 24 years of successful 
practice in civil engineering, planning and ar- 
chitectural services. 
The DeLCan group of companies with a long 
successful history as specialists in tran- 
sportation and municipal engineering now offers 
its present and potential clients the capabilities 
of a staff of 600 technical and support people 
from 24 operational offices from St. John's, 
Newfoundland to Victoria, B.C. In addition to 
transportation and municipal engineering, their 
well-rounded services include specialists in  
structural engineering, environmental services, 
waste treatment, flood control, physical plan- 
ning and urban design. Full services are offered 
in feasibility studies, pre-design, contract plans 
and specifications, equipment procurement and 
construction supervision. The experience of the 
group has been gained from services to clients 
throughout Canada and in many countries in 
Europe, Africa, Asia and South America. 
Mr. Cunliffe will retain the title of President of 
Willis, Cunliffe, TaR and will continue to 
maintain his offices in Victoria. 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
NOTICE 
Call for Tenders 
SNOW REMOVAL 
Sealed bids relating to the removal of snow from 
the Terrace Arena Parking Lots and the Terrace 
Swimming Pool Parking Lot, will be accepted at 
the Municipal Offices until 4:30 p.m., November 
30, 1979. Interested parties requiring further in- 
formation, may obtain this from the Municipal 
Offices, 3215 Eby Street, during normal business 
hours. 
-lenders must be submitted in sealed envelopes - 
addressed to the Clerk Administrator and clearly 
marked "Snow Removal". The lowest or any 
tender not necessarily accepted. 
E.R. Hallsor 
Clerk Administrator 
II] ' ,  I 
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r-- 12 Danny's Place One custom el cqe & case 50.00 --.- .- ., . - o- . • ,., ~ ,, o~,, .... ~,.t~ r,. . . . .  t^. ~_P~.~. _ ,,~ 81 Wnlliams Moving & -4orage $50 movnng credit, local or long 50.00 i / 149 Terrace Sewing Centre $15 gift certificate 15.00 i One power Crest 60 battery (choice) 84.95 
~o ~ ,,~ . . . .  : ~ ,4  . . . . . .  ,,~- .~. ncvc. . . .~  distant, a [ . . . . . .  ~.. . $10 ~ift certificate 10.00 i 217 Terrace Drugs One Braun plush mat bathroom 24.95 V 
- -  ~ 14 Northland Delicatessen One food basket 25.00 : ~ ,-~'~.';';.-;- ~ -'-~.~ ..,-.. 12 M / / zau oK ,eueopters 30 mm. flying time in 206 Jet Ranger ~..OO~ax. i scales 
{~ ~ 15 Northline,Sales One 6 gallon (U.S.) Jerry can 13.95 8~ Pine yrocery~ .... ,oo ,1~,~, .~Tc't'ank' o'umneJ"i~ Terrace or 60:~ / 1 151 Tram Provincial Airlines Return fare .for 2 on any scheduled ._ _ / 218 Timberland Trailer Park 12 water glasses & $20 cert. for space 25.00 . .  
~ ~ 1617 WilYField,sSchneiderstores C.L.U. ,20One pocket calculaOrgift c rtificate 9-0.0027"00 ~'84 "Comet ...... Weldin~e ............... ()ne'f'loater'-~=-'"' " ..." l.. - I . ,  W.tend Food Mar t  TenpaoIlaroid SX.70 'camera 285.00 ~Mi~ 
f~ ~ IS Atrill's, D.C. Electric Ford (1965-69) rebuilt alternator 35.00 as" . . . . . .  . ,m ~c~wan° ~.NL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  une t~.~w, uaoy ,.eve .~eut 58'00. a ] . . . .  $25 gift certificate ~ 60:00 / 2208keena Beverages 5 eases of Pepsi (quarts) 50.00 
. ~ 119 Columbia Auto Haas Ltd. Two 155x13 winter radial tires 130.00 on . . . . .  ~:,,.,o~_o ~_, , , ,~-~ o_,, ,t ,o,o . . . . . .  - 250o / 1153 All Seasons Sp0~ting Goods 1 pr. cross country Skis . M [ 221 Yellowhead Hay & Grain $10 cert. towards any dry feed 10.00 
20 MacGiills & Gibbs (B.C.) 1008 cedar fence posts 250.00 a ,, 7600 ~1~ ~ 87 Terrace Totem Ford ;~ 24.pc. drive socket set " " 1"4"7- / 1154 Auto Marine Electric Battery charger ~.~o / i 222 Yellowhead Karate Club 1 month's karate lessons 25.00 i H & H Buitaers ,omeme gas powerea string ~.  ~ / [ 155 By-Town Diesel Sales One Deice battery ~'~.~ / I 223 Spee Dee Printers lllumhmted globe 64.5.0 . . 
• -. t i . " " . .trimmer . , )  | 156 Electrolux " Seat Chest ~,~a ~ L 224 Telkwa Roofing & Sheet Metal One ham 3~,00 ~ ~. 
' i o; ' , Frxdav  9 - 10 PM Fr iday  Mzdmght  - 1 AM Saturd  .11 M - M idn i  ht  
Im~ mm ' I 4~- .35  " . " I 
r21 Tillicum Twin Theatres ~et of family pak theatre tickets. 6 ~ ,,-4 
U adult 6 student 6 children 
~:~ ' A  ' 22 Totem Fur,alLure & Appllance~ Roxton maple rocker ' 177.00 . ~: • . ;"' '~:";"~ ~. , • . . . .~ i  ~,~ 0.~.:':~":" ..":i,.~, .~ . ~,,.,~,~::~l,~t~l/....,,  '~' ,v::e;,i:,~,:."~.,,., " '~ ... . ;"~""~'~.,,r" "~ !;! ~:/ ~ 
~; , ~.~ ...,~ i 2.:/ ,. pril,~l,~,,& (~I'A~e,(I~TS.L~, : I:.P,I~-. boys Lange sprint ice .skates 52.00 89 Doe's Cartage & Storage $I00 gift certificate for winter tires I00.00; ~ ., ~,,~ ~,,~ -,,~,~i ..... , .... ~ ..... ~..,~ ...... ,~,~ .,~,~,.~ .......... -,. . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. . . .  • .~ .. ~35 Pohle,Lumber ..... • .... .'. • BlaCk & lYs~e~ ~i~f ~lhe~f sanilei ~ /12.95 
~ size ~ . 90 Riverside Grocery & Gifts I pr. china poodles 20.00 ' 226 Pohle Lumber ?½" Skil saw 65.55 
24 Thornhill Ilusky .qervice One oll change & lube Job 25.00 91 Riverside Grocery & Gifts I pr. wrought iron plant stands 33.00 157 Rotarian A! McAipine $50 gift certificate - Rose's Shop 50.00 227 Terrace Chrysler Two van windows 77.90 
I gal. super floor finish One 12"x20' driveway culvert BoWs Welding & Machine $100 worth of shop labour (welding 228 'Terrace Motors 
I pkg. assorted cleaning aids Model 2006 Skil cordless %" drill & 
[" 25 G.II. Wood & Company 14.00 ' 92 Northern Culverts 112.11 158 100.00 Twin truck CB antenna set 55.71 ~,~ 
&f ~ 20.00 93 Omineca Building Supplies 83.15 or machining) 329 Camperland Mud flaps 13.95 
2 26 Acklands lad. '10 cup Westbend coffee maker 50.00 screwdriver 159 B.C.,Telephone Co. Ltd. Wall hanging by Sandy Tetrezv 75.00 230 C & B Services ~Wo0d grain snack tray for GMC or 32.95 
27 Braid Insurance I pr. mess or ladies cross-country 40.00 94 A & W Restaurant Family dinner for four 13.20 160 Kefo s Crafts Royal Albert ceramic electric lock 35.00 t;nevy vans 
ski boots 95 PDQ Carpet Installation Install one 9'x12' carpet 42.00 161 Terrace Model World One custom frame picture 35.00 231 Rowford Splice.Rite Jet cable puller I ton comalong 60.00 
28 Mr. Mikes Dinner for two ' 9.58 96 Saan Stores Fruit of the Loom dress shirt 11.00 163 C & F Enterprises $75 worth of carpet cleaning 75.00 232 Royal Bank of Canada Three Loto Canada tickets & 1silver. 35.00 ~ i  
I~ 29 Mr. Mikes .Dinner for two 9.58 163 Terrace Interiors 20 ft, ornamental traverse rod 65.95 dollar 97 Silhouette Fashions Gift certificate 25.00 
:|0' Shopper's Drug Mart Kodak "The Ilandle" camera 37.95 98 Terrace Slumber Lodge Single room-double occupancy, 53.40 164 Albert & MeCaffery True Temper cordless grass 70.80 233 Stern Wheeler Retaaurant Dinner for two (food only) 30.00 ~'~" 
31 Sweet Sixteen Gift Certificate , ,  , , 25.00 steak dinner for 2 - 1 bottle of , , ~. trimmer 234 Little Hauglaqd & K~rr One bundle of 1"x6" cedar fencing 300.00 
3Z Terrace Sight & Sound '~ Bristol Multi band radio AC-DC with 99.95 wine...Sat. Sat. or Mon. 165 C. Belanger Plumbing BHtts white toilet 69.95 235 Lakelse Pharmacy Genuine leather Mexlean handbag 45,25 
, CI! receiver 99 Terrace Equipment Sales Toyoset portable heater 159.95 166 Jungle Jim's 10 gal. aquarium starter set 65.00 236 West End Chevron Service 1 Firestone winter fire your choice 100.00 
1'| Madi~an Fqulpment Ltd. John l)eere tool box 18.00 100 Terrace-Kitimat Daily Herald s/z page of advertising 241.92 167 Stmllance Ski & Sports Bauer jr. skates size 3~ - boys 63.?0 237 Norcanco Distributors portable lamp 12.95 " 
:' "', - - ,  One standard metric '/+ & % drive 168 Toronto Dominion Bank Five Loto Canada Tickets 50.00 238 Bank of Montreal Set of six steak knives 24.00 ,14 NorLh,.rn Magneto I,td. . , . 40.00 101 RoLarian Keith Tucker Binoculars 85.00 
smoker set 102 Terrace Hotel One night bridal suite & breakfast 50.00 169 Samson's Poultry Farm Two 8 yd, loads eldeken manure 80.00 239 F.C. Furnishings Co-ordinated Material & labour for new bathroom 80.00 
:|5 'i'oovey~s Service Mtn s. fh,.ater Jacket_ 63.00 103 Tilden Rent A Car Two Bosch halogen headlights 80.00 170 Jeans North $20 gift certificate 20.00 .' no0r O 
'm Swiftv~ I'hruwav, Mufflers TWO, tumerunner, ~. mumers 50.00 i04 Terrace Answering Bureau Three months ervice 150.00 171 Jon'sKitsumkalumHairstylingsid Hi l OneOne professional5 daybl°Waduitdryer' pass 40.0025"00 240 F.J.H. Construction creteTW° cubic yards of redl.mlx con- 90.00 
i|7 ('hevron Canada I,td. Onc cas(. of J-30 oil 25.00 105 Chinook Trailer Sales Coleman 3 burner stove (no oven) 97.00 172 
:|9 ~ (;m,dwJlll':rwin ,le elh;r,Bottling North ',!',woW'redan ilulova wall c lOCkc sesof Cok  (cans) ., .. 42.9524.00 i06 Dave's Plumbing & Heating oilLenn°x WD220 humidifier for gas O r f u r n a c e  95.00 174173 TKN°rthern!rUgScablevision One Kodak Colourburst 200 c a m e r a o n e  year free cablevlsion servi,ce 150.0070'00 242241, offD°n i lull & Sons Ltd. $20 gift certificate for a t u r k e Y R o a d  Special ies . Recondition one set f heads for any 325.00111~ ~ ~  
Derksen's Jewellers One men's gold automatic wa~cn 150.00 ~ _ V8 engine ~ J wo cases ot .~prtte 24.00 107 Do it ~/ourself Wiring Portable 1500 watt electric heater 48.00 175 
40 She" '/an Itt~taurant I)inm;r for seven 45.00 & Coulter Electric 176 Ai's She One pr, lad|as Naturalizer shoes 35.00 243 t;.~.T.K. Ten thirty second commercials 137.50 
41 Slade &. Stewart I,td. 20 lb. regular coffee 78.00' 108 Terrace Ilonda Sales $50 Safeway gift certificate 50.00 " 44 Carters Jewellers One table lighter 
4Z WesLern I l ome Furnishings "Touch Lo I , ight"  lamp 79.00 ' . 
4:| Wilkinson I|usln,,ss Machine, SL,:no chair 84.50 , &f ~ 44 (;ohh:n Itnzor Ore; commercial hair bh)w dryer 75.00 ,, 
• y 6 y 9 10 PM y M id  ght  F r ida  - 11 PM Saturda  - 7 PM Saturda  - Saturda  nx - 1 AM 
" ' case) ,.~ 
~1~ 10J Mr. Mikes Dinner for two 9.58 245 Imperial Oil Agent " TWO casesof 10W30 oil (24 cans per 50.92~ 
Dinner for two 9.58 177 Totem Gulf Services One engine tank type heater 19.95 246 . Kalum Tire Service One 12 volt battery 3 yr. guarantee 79.00 i 
t t0 Woolworth's I continuous clean oven broiler 10595 178 Canadian Imperial Bank Two Loto Canada tickets 20.00 for Chev or Chrysler 300 cu. In. eng. 
45 ('AI,; Morse ()IN. toy dump truck 3"1.72 "" rotisserie ' • ' . of Commerce 247 Mantiques Mens Wear One mens Norvic cardigan 55.00! 
O~ 248 Brownies Foods (Terrace) Three sets of dinners for two 20.00! 46 /iAl.: Mors,, Om I toy !mlldoz~:r 10.80 I I I  Danny's Place One custom pool cue & case 50,00 179 Spee Dee Printers Steno chair 110.00 
47 Mountview II, kery & I)eli Ore. caxq of brqad 16.00 112 Cedars Motel Gift certificate for turkey (Safeway) 20.00 180 Telkwa Roofing & Sheet Metal One turkey 35.00 249 Concord Carpet Care Living room carpet cleaned 55.00 
i ~ l i 3  Spud's Custom Upholstery Refinish chair & chesterfield 50.00 181 Skeena Beverages Five cases of ? Up (quarts) 50.00 O 4X I,:mco ,~uDI)JV " Gila Imtk:rn hdlet seat 25.00 250 Crown Zellerbach Paper Co. One case of toilet tissue 45.00 
41! K,lum M',~Le~ Two tiights a¢{'ommodtlUolf with ||0.|H) | ;4 Northwest Sportsman I pr. boys Super Tacks skates izes 1-5 91.75 182 Andre's Enterprises Exhaust system 150.00 One case of paper towels ~o 
w,ter bed...Iwidal suik: • ! 15 Northland Navigation Two hours trucking 80.00 183 Bank of Nova Scotia $100 Canada Savings Bond 100.00 251 Delaney's Fast Foods $15 gift certil~icate 15.00 
,~,,, I'ro 'rec 1,3ectro,,Ic $i|0 cerUfic, te for I,Imr :10.00 116 Trigo's Footwear I pr. Bush Pack winter boots 28.95 184 Highlander Centre Laundry 1Pr. Overalls 32.50 252 Ben Faber Construction 10 bundles of Ix4 cedar T&G 200.00 ~ ,~ 
25.(X) 253 Great West Life _ One dozen Spalding golf balls 38.00 51 I{,,,el hm Motel (.hristmas turkey 117 Burdett Distributors One Shell invincible maintenance 75.75 185 Kalum Electric Broadmoore stereo model 1494 379.95 
.q2 ' lerr,re I{I,li,Lor ~0 credit on radiator or battery 41).IN! , free 12 volt battery 186 Speed Cleaners Dry cleaning certificate . 30.00 254 Skeena Trophies & Engraving Two glass bottom pewter steins 92.00 
, re lmir  118 ItoLarian Dale Greenwood ./,)ne whole pig 150.00 187. Terrace Electronic Repairs Toshiba ll~rtable cassette recorder 74.95 255 W.E. Humphrey Sign Painting 20x24,, painting o| Skeena River 100.00 i ~ 
~1~ 53 'l'errace A!r '/z hour flyi.g th,e-sightseeing 57.50 119 Uplands Kennels 22 kg Purina dog meal 15.00 188 Wightman & Smith Realty Smoke & fire detector and one all- 50.00 near Shames 
120 Next Door 2 pairs of jeans 60.00 purpose fire extinguisher 256 Kermode Kleaners $~ gift certificate for cleaning 25.00 
54 Maw WyJ|  J'ru¢'k S,h,s Ore' MJnJ x('out (go cart with engl,e) I I(X).00 121 Gim's Restaurant  DIIIIler for ten 70.00 189 Nanook Knives " One 4 inch sheath knife 75.OO Don Hull & Sons Ltd. Gift certificate for one turkey 20.00 F~,"~ Aglu" Itq'd & White ()Ill, cPrfln|Jt" XwlIg |i luip or  4 pt', 80.|X) 257 
q'erami¢' ¢l|llltjxter Nt,t 122 Cedarland Tire Service 2 G78-15 Goodyear suburbanite 136.00 190 Richard Steele Floor last. One toy...large Teaks loader 25.00 358 Northern Motor Inn Dinner for two 25.00 
2 ,~dt I ) , i ry la .d  As sort,,d !ca cre, m i.'~.lu¢'t,s 35.00 polyglas tires 191 Terrace Model World Tandy leather craft...beginners kit 29.95 259 Pizza Hut Five free pizza cards 85.00 
F,~ The "1 hdversnl ,~Itores . |hiq ('liNt (10) I||l|nk rq¢'orditlg 33.0(| 12"1 Ajax I,ogging l,Ld. Adjustable all purpose body building 52.00 192555 Taxi Taxi trips value of $25 25.00 260 Sampsons Poultry Farm TWo 15 dos. cases grade A eggs 33.00 
c,sseLtes bench 193 Pohle Lumber Black & Decker ~ ' reversing drill 56.95 (lar e) 
.~,X Disco I)r,l~, O.e I)oubh, Mitt" fryer "la.qH) 124 Skoglund I,ogging A Scott Depthmaster down rigger 85.00 194 Pohle Lumber Black & Decker variable speed 32.99 261 Continental Explosives U~y tune up kit 31.00 
flt~ ,~,9 Al'x ,',;Inoex'" (|IH" ~W. ladies N,tliralizer slnm, s :|5.qH) 125 ('lose,. Up, Magazine ()lie years subscription,.to Close,. Up 27.00 8Ji~oursSaW pool playing for 2 262 Price Busters One ease of Tlde laundry detergent 30.00 ~M~ 
60 .~ke,,,m Auto M,,btl Shop $50 ,'~,feway gift ¢'ertifica/e 50.IX) 126 K(It  s I'hoto Studio One free sitting & I 8 xl0 colour 29.75 195 Harold's Recreation 19,20 263 Terrace Coop Elran reclining chair 239.00 
61 h,h,strial I)l,tril)utors (hie Mc('ullougln mmh, I 110 ¢'lmhtsaw 130.gx portrait 196 Straw's Machine Shop Two hours shop labour time 54.00 264 Hugo' s Tile & Brick One days labour on a file Job 160.00 
Mmm~ Terrace Motors Two van windows 89.90 One Craftsman circular saw with 12" bar 127 McColl Real Fstate Services Propane torch kit 20.30 197 265 Simpson Sears 49.98 ~ 
~12 All W,'~t (;h,ss I h ,ve lh ,d  mirror 18xSq) draw min'rm" .i2.00 128 lloyd's Ih~ly Shop $1(X) worth of labour 100.00 198 Twin City Meats Turkey gift certificate $35 . 35.00 266 C.P. Airlines 8ix flight bags 18.00 
, 6:t I,,kels~ Motor IIoLel 28 ||l|r dri,ks lit | 'n . t ty  S | ,o i l .g (  5||.|H) 12J (ondim ntal (oiffures One commercial hair blow dryer 75.00 199 Willis Cunllffe & Tail Professinnal engineering services 156.00 267 Ray's Camper Repairs Roof.top storage pod 94.50 
6.1 M,n,nels Itq.st,mr,nlt I)i,.,,r [or two :i0.(H| 130 Uplands (;rot'cry I case of potato chips 15.00 for home or business Drizalr dehumidifier 6.95 
131 Ca,adin, ~ reightways One model toy 15.00 200 Terrace Chrysler Front tire carrier 34.95 Drizair dehumidifier 6.95 ~) 
635 9165 HELP ROTARY HELP "I :ttRACE 6s5 9165 , o , ,  
1:12 Norther, Flight Training Two hours sightseei,g or dual in- 104.00 268 Bert's Delicatessen Yogurt maker 
struction , . . . . . .  - I~P 
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Stole Furters, 
Frank About It 
By Abigail Van Buren 
• 1919 by Ch icago  Tr ibune.N .Y .  News Synd.  Inc .  
DEAlt ABIIY: While shopping in a supermarket recently, 
I observed an elderly, nice-looking, neatly dressed man 
pushing a shopping cart in which there were a few items• 
Then I saw hint slip a package of frankfurters into his coat 
pocket! 
I went over to him and quietly said, "I wouidn'tdo that ifI 
were you." He did not respond, so I repeated the statement. 
He then took the frankfurters from his pocket and placed 
them in his shopping cart, and said. "Thank you." 
Before leaving him, I said, "It wouldn't have been worth 
it." 
When I told my family about his, I received mixed reac- 
tions. One said, "You should have reported him to the 
management." 
Another said, "Why try to play policeman? You should 
have looked the other way and minded your own business. 
The poor man probably went to bed hungry that night." 
Another said, "You took an awful chance. He could have 
pulled it knife on you!" 
One of my children thought I did the right thing, but sug- 
gested I should have offered to give the man the money for 
the frankfurters. 
WhaL do y l lU  ~ay, Abby? 
ANOTHER SENIOR CITIZEN 
DEAR ANOTHER: 1 think you raised a wise and compas- 
sionate child. 
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 14-year-old girl Who's in love with a 
17-year-old guy. He doesn't love me, or even like me as a 
friend, but we kissed in his ear once before he found out how 
old I was. 
We go to the same church and he sits behind me. 
Sometimes I catch him looking at me. but when I look back 
he turns his head the other way. 
He told his best friend that he would take me out if I were 
a little older. 
I've tried every way I know to get him to ask me out, 
but nothing seems to work. I really love him, Abby, and 
want him to love me, too, Please help me. 
LOVESICK IN LOCKPORT 
DEAR LOVESICK: Your feelings are normal and natural 
for a 14-year-old. You wen't always he "too young" for him, 
but if you~qn't qu i t ,~g hi~, you might be too pushy for 
him. Be P~Uent, hoiii!~.T.Time f~f.on ¥ott~,al4e.. ... ...... : ......... 
~,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
DEAR ABBY: My best friend is getting married soon and 
I will be her maid of.honor. My parents are invited to the 
wedding• 
My Aunt Ingrid and Uncle Hugo have also been invited to 
the wedding. The problem is, my parents and this aunt and 
uncle had a falling out a few years ago and aren't on speak- 
ing terms. 
Should my mother mention to the 'bride's mother that she 
would prefer not to bc seated at the same table with Aunt 
Ingrid and Uncle Hugo'? Should I say something to the 
bride? Or should nothing be said at air? 
PERPLEXED IN MINNESOTA 
DEAR PERPLEXED: Nothing should be said. Weddings 
are a time for joy and merrymaking. All past grievances 
should be checked at the door, the guests hould sit where 
the hostess has seated them, and try to behave in an adult 
and civilized manner. 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "WORRIED IN ROCKFORD, 
ILL": Don't worry about what to tell people. Your friends 
won't ask, and your enemies won't believe you anyway. 
Yourlndividual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake--- -  
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)T#~'- '~ 
Career responsibilities win 
out over ego needs. The p.m. 
provides financial op- 
portuaity. Trust hunches, but 
avoid Wishful thinking. 
TAURUS ~ : ~  
'Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Too much introspection may 
be a way of copping out. Talks 
with advisers plus positive 
efforts to enjoy life lead to 
renewed confidence. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to Jane 20)H 
Friends and family don't 
mix now. Partners are sup- 
portive. Act on intuition re a 
home project. You'll gain 
insights about a family 
member. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) ~ll~Z~t~ 
Delays affect career 
progress, hut attend to the 
work at hand. Later social ife 
provides welcome antidote to 
a full work day. 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 
Advice re a project com- 
plicates the decision.maklng 
process. Positive action 
brings career progress and 
financial gain. Sociability 
helps too. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
You may he ambivalent 
about an intimate matter. Get 
in touch With family at a 
distance, make travel plans, 
Act on principles. 
UBRA . .a. , 'G~, 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
Dwelling on the limitations 
of others can only lead to 
friction. Be protective of close 
ties. Secure credit for 
property improvement. 
scored m,J~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Don't let distractions in- 
terfere with work efficiency. 
Talks With close ties produce 
harmony and add to con- 
fidence. Take the initiative. 
SAGITrARIUS }t#~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Those who are .willing to 
bring work home with them 
will get the edge on com. 
petition. After a slow start, 
you'll make progress. 
ACROSS 40 Nobel Prize DOWN 
1 Smallest physicist 1 Guitar's 
amount 42 Part of cousin 
6 Most recent "to bur' 2 Reverberate 
12 "One Flew 44 Fiber used 3 "Ay, every 
Over the in inch --" 
--'s Nest" cordage 4 Enos, to 
13 A Hebrew 46 Tom Seth 
name for 50 Prize 5 Slmulta. 
God 52 Concord neously 
14 "-- of '54 Type of 6 Rich fabric 
beauty is ornamental 7 Decorate 
a joy,.." decoration 8 Child 
15 Mark With 55 Reddish 9 Penetrating 
blotches brown 10 Spanish 
16 Novelist 56 Answers dining hall 
Urls impudently II Row 
17 Wide- 57 Actress 12 Neighbor 
mouthed Barrymore of Ore. 
' jug 
19 Auricle Avg. solution time: 22 rain. 
20Portal SAM AMES HOLD 
2ZNeitber's ~ 0 G-AT  EDI  E 
partner I ~ ® 1 ~  
27 Repel 
29 Telephone 
part 
3ZF. Lee 
Bailey title 
35 Haul 
ISIA_[M_LE UIML~G.I_E_•L 
36 Nevada city ING~VRl lE~sT~; ID1N71 
37 School of ,,, 
whales 9.29 
38 -- Claire Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
18 Certain lawn 
devices 
21 Pulverized 
lava 
2,1 Pindaric 
poem 
24 Astern 
Rural sound 
26 Actors, 
dancers, etc. 
28 Deprive of 
a natural 
character 
30 King of 
• Judah 
31 Astronaut 
landing 
device 
&1 Years in a 
decade 
34 Watch 
pocket 
39 White poplar 
41 Hibernian 
42 Skin tumors 
43 Continent 
45 O.T. book 
47 Being 
48 Chrisbmas 
carol 
49 Explosive 
51 Certain rail 
structures 
53 Devotee 
(slang) 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
CATFISH 
,CAPRICORN . ,  1 ~  
(Dec, .~ to Jan. 19),,vo ,~  ...... :........ 
Family members demand 
attention. Reassure them 
before setting off on your own. 
Romance should prove 
special. 
AQUARIUS , ~  
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Delays or complications re 
travel possible. The evening 
favors entertaining at home. 
Friends are helpful career. 
wise. Accent harmony. 
PISCES X ~  
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Concern about finances 
dampens your morning 
outlook. Later, a talk with a 
close tie lifts your spirits. 
Local visits are favored. 
YOU BORN TODAY have 
natural creative gifts and can 
succeed as a writer, painter, 
lecturer or teacher. Your 
talent for oratory makes you 
an effective spokesman for the 
causes you espouse. 
12 
14 
16 
N 
24 
32 
35 
42 
By Eugene $~//~r 
2 3 4 5 ~6 7 8 9 10 "11 
11112o2' 
25 26 ~ 27 
~ 38 39 
51 
1'81 
• 29 
'°11 
I I~52 53 
II" 
CRVPTOquw 
NDJHM TYDYLYTD NAXQDEM 
OKO XHDJ  AYDKLQYEE 
19 
tlt tll 
30 31 
~ 46 47 48 49 
9-29 
T.YNTY- 
Yesterday's Cryptoqalp --  SHOT HOT-ROD AT LAST 
REACHED LOCAL SCRAP HEAP. 
Today's Cryptoqalp clue: H equals N
The Cryptequlp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. H you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
'x ,ilt~1,, 1 i~_ 
. i 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
.'-~ ~ , ~ ,~%7.-..:;=.,. L".. ;: "....""~...:;:];.. :~.-.. 
~ TAK~--- ~R TO c0BA. • .. . . . . . . . .  ~ : , "  ~ .-~'~L-~': . ..". '~ : . ' ~ < ~ ~  ~ 
= : o, ,oV,,o 
o "~ "~'~"'-~-~ " - ~ II # ~ ~ ° H / ~ / '  
L-,," qli~<',,,,~<,~ . . . . . . . . .  =-'------~__- -~ ,,-~q ;;'/AI~ A- -~ ' t l~fF~"~ ..... .~- / /  = 
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A neat gift 
for holiday fun ! 
Slip a CTR-43 under your tree.., watch it join the 
fun Christmas morning! Teen agers love this . 
take-along favourite! Gifted portab e has easily 
accessible pushbutton controls for all functions, 
including rewind & fast-forward. Auto-Level, 
Auto-Stop & jacks for remote, mike, alp<, 
earphone, AC & DC adapters. CTR-43 loves a 
party--it's instant fun anywhere! Uses 4 "C" 
batteries (not incl.). On sale until December 24, 
1979. 14-870 
3288 
Reg. 44.95 
Tape not 
included 
~ and selected regular, new and 
~ purchase ill'terns" " 
Gifted ideas 
from our 
Christmas 
collection 
Give a Kidette'",.. 
music makes 
Christmas merrier! 
Sturdy record player--cust0m 
crafted with kids in .mind! Spring 
mounted tonearm, automatic 
33-1/3 & 45 RPM speed change. 
Handsome beige shade case has 
carry handle. Just 12 x 12 x 
4-1/2". AC operation. 13-8001 
. . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . .  
2888 
!iiii 
A 
Carry your tapes in style! 
Reg. 12.95 
A 8-track cartridge' 
case. Organize your 
tape collection in this 
smart case! Holds 24 
tapes. Rugged black 
vinyl exterior and 
cushioned red velour 
interior. Case locks• 
44-660 . . . . . . . . . . .  9.95 
B Deluxe cassette carrying case. Holds 
24 tapes. Use it for 
storage too. Brown 
leather-grained 
vinyl with brown 
i ve''iu'i°'er';'5 
} 44-663 .... 11.95 
Reg. 15.95 
DIVISION, TANDY ELECTRONICS LIMITED 
Sale prices expire 
December I, 1979 
Budget Terms Available 
TBTEM 4554 ,AKELSE .E. 
Furn i tu re  & App l iances  PHOHE 638.1158 
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IW 
3-channel 
100 mW 
walkie-talkie 
A gift that's useful year 
'round--right now, great 
to have in the snow- 
mobile! Battery condition 
meter, jack for earphone 
or speaker, push-pull 
audio for plenty of low 
distortion volume. Trans- 
mit & receive crystals for 
Ch'. 14 -- add optional 
crystals for 2 more ch. 
Uses 9V cell (not incl.). 
21-175 
369 5 
Reg. 46.95 each 
Solve your Buy several for super 
gifts... SAVE' EC-219 gift problems! has "live" & % key, 
accumulating memory, 
8 auto constant, floating 
2 decimal point, mixed & 
chain calculat ions,  much morel Uses 2 "AA" 
cells or AC adapter 
(neither incl.). Neat 
',o Reg. 16.95 compact in vinyl pouch. 
& 65-603 
Calculator 
adjustable 
angle 
199 
LCD digital quartz 
alarm watch 
, ;49 95 
Alarm reminds you of 
appointments--wakes 
you when travelling! 
(Indicator shows when 
alarm set.) Large back 
lit digital  display 
shown hrs. mins., 
secs., AM/PM indi- 
cation. Month. date & 
day display. 24-hour 
alarm setting. Adjus- 
table stainless steel 
band With battery. 
63-5005 
Don't 
forget! 
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LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per in. 
ssrtion. Over 20 wOrds 5 cents 
per word. 
3 or more consecutive Insertions 
$1.50 per inser tlon. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before second 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only 
ene incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
$1.75 malled. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates avallable upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per aqate line. 
Minimum ch,,rge $5.00 per in- 
sertion. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
53.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
I1:00 e.m. on day previous to day 
of publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED gASH WITH 
ORDER othlr th4n 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
COM MU N It Y 
SERVICES 
391 
MARINE 
43. R00M~; 
FOR RENT 
57, 
AUTOMOBILES 
Service chlr l l  Ot SS,00 en sn 
N.S.F. gh|quss. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
No char0e provided news sub. 
mltted within One month. ~.00 
production charge for weeding 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (wrlte.upa) 
received one month or more 
after event $10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sub ect to 
condensat (m, Payab e In ad- 33. FOR SALE 
MISC, " 
47. HOMES ~::" ~" 
FOR RENL 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements S.S0 
Merria0es 5,50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5,50 
Cards of Than ks S.SO 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
. . . . . . . . . . .  v , .  
RATES 
Effective 
October h 19/1 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mail 3 ruth. I S.00 
By Mail 6 mth. 25.00 
Ey Mall 1 yr. 45.00 
Senior Citizen 1 yr. 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States ot America one 
year ~.00 
BOX 399, Tecrsce, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.635/ 
Kltlmat & District 
Phone 632.2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page 
I~atlon. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revlso, edit, classify or relect 
any advertisement and to refaln 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Rap y Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum oald 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" In- 
structions not picked Up within 10 
days of expiry of an ad. 
vertlsement will be destroyed 
unless mailing instructions are 
recelvecl. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
send originals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All clalms of errors in ad. 
vertlssments must be received 
by tho publisher within 30 days 
after the first pubflcatlon. 
It Is agreed by the advertlso~ 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald in the 
event of fallure to publlsh an 
advertlsement or In the event of 
an error appearing in the ad. 
verttsement as published shall 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertiser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the portion 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the Incorrect or omitted item 
only, and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greeter 
than the amount peld for such 
advertlslno. 
Advertisements must comply 
wlth the British Columbl8 
Human Rlghts Act whlch 
prohlbits any advertising thgt 
discriminates against any 
person because of his race, 
reUglon, sex, color, nationality, 
ancestry or place or origin, or 
because his age II between 44 
and 65 years, unless the condition 
PHONE 635-6357 Is Justified by a bona flde 
C ass f ed~lvert~10gDeptt ,,-,, %e~ulr.en~mt for the work In. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Into phone 635.3747 
or 635.3023 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
at St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
635.4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
Blrlhright Office 
Pregnant? In need of sup- 
port? Call Birthright 635. 
13907 Nbr. 3-4621 Lekelse. 
Office Hours: Tues, 11 a.m. - 
8 p.m., Wed. 9:30 a .m. .  5 
p.m., Thurs. 11 a.m.-9 p.m., 
Frl. 1 p.m.- 10 p.m. or Call 
635.3164 or 635-$136 anytime. 
SKEENACENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TOTHE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVE RSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop-In Centre 
atmosphere 
1 
NOTICES 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
as well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In- 
formation about these and 
other activities, please 
phone 635-2265 and ask for 
Skeena Centre. See you there 
any time between e am and 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Friday. 
38. WANTED MISC. 
59. MOBILE , 
HOMES 
66. RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
Kltlmat A.A. Construction 
Group In Kttlmat: telephone 
632.3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday- Step N~etlngs 8:38 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays • Open Meetln0s 
8:30 p.m. Skeena Health 
Unit, Kltlmaf General 
Hospital. 
N-Anon Meetings. Tuesday 
.8  p.m. United Church. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
63843111 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Available I 
Phone 635.4646 
635-9052 
638-1514 
AlcohollcS Anonymous 
Meetings: 
Mon.0:30pm United Church. 
Mort. 8 p;m.-Atsnon.Skeena 
Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Ladies Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening. 6:30 p.m. - 
United Church basement, 
Kltlmat. 
Womee's A.A. Meelln0s • 
every Tuesday night at 7: 30. 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 635-5145. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of eny 
old, broken or used ploces of 
furniture, also any dlscarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
0e.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
MI LLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of 0gad, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635.5320 or 635. 
5233, or leave donations at 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet- 
wean 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
Thenk You. 
TERRACE 
,WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
• a supaort service 
for women. 
4711 Lazells Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
1535-5145 
Drop In: 10 a.m, - 6 p,m. 
Mon.. Thurs. 10 e,m. - 4 p.m. 
Friday. We offer a com. 
fortable relaxed at- 
mosphere to meet and shBre 
Ideas. Children are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays • Women's 
A.A. 1st Wednesday of month 
. Status of Women. 2nd 
Wednesday - single parents 
(led by a single father. 3rd 
Wednesday Men and 
Women's Rap. Thursdays • 
Women's Night Out. 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. h30.3:50 pm. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
"Tues. of every month from 
1:30 . 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appointment. Babysltters 
who bring children must 
have parents' wrlffen con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Mon. and Wed. from 
- 4:10 pm. By appolntment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout the year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details anc~ 
registration. 
PRE-NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXAT ION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Mon. afternoon 1 
-2 pm. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE-SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4V2 . 5 yrs. 
(pre.klndergarten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appolntment. 
Treatment avallable. 
SANITATION 
Publlc health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such as food 
polsonlngs and complaints, 
sewage disposal, private 
water supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel., 
638-1155). The audiologist 
will do hearing tests on 
referral by family doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wil l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
COMMUNITY 
VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION 
SERVICES 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205-4621 Lezelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and guldance 
for vocational and soctal 
rehabll ltatlon done by 
consultant. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
In the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Lazelle Preschool 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
There are a few spaces 
available for children ages 3- 
5 in this progressive daily 
nursery school. Special help 
available for children with 
mild developmental delays, 
e.g., poor co.ordlnallon, 
delayed speech develop- 
meat, etc.. not requiring 
medical referral. For fur- 
ther information, phone the 
Supervisor, Nelly Olsen, at 
635.7918. 
1 
COMING EVENTS 
Terrace Thornhill Band 
Parent Association are 
holding the following func- 
lion Saturday Dec, 1 at 7:30 
,m. Dinner Dance at 
eena School, Tickets on 
sale at Sight and Sound. 
NC-30N 
International Order of Jobs 
Daughters Nbr, 63 will be 
selling Uckete for a car raffle 
in the Skeena Mall Friday 
evenleg Dec. 14 End all day 
Saturday Dec. 15 
NC -12Dec 
Hard Times Dance 
Sponsored by the N.D,P. of 
B.C. will be held December 
1, 1979. 7,.00 cocktails, 8:00 
dinner, please bring your 
favorite dish, 9',00.1:00 
dancing. Music by 'Force.' 
Piace-Thornhlil Community 
Hall, Tickets phone 635.6304 
NC -30 N 
Women's 
Night Out 
Vivian Kraeling from 
Terrace Homemakers 
discusses who can work for 
and receive this service. 
Thursday, Nov. 29 -- 
Women's Centre. 4711 
Lazelle, 635-6145. (nc-29N) 
Dig into the Past 
On Friday, November 30 at 
7:00 pm at the Kitimat 
SEARS 
SALES AGENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
Ornamental Ironwork 
3972 Doble Street 
Phone 635.7824 
10a.m. - 2p,m. 
Closed Mondays 
(cm.12-10-79) 
INSISTON 
THE BEST 
Museuml Brian Seymour, Concrete septic teaks In 
Provincial Archaeologtst, ock. Get relief with a 
will present a slide show on concrete Investment. 
the happenings in his xpeelal 
field in British Columbia nd 
in our area. Schmitty's Excavating 
635-3929 
NC -30 N (am.1.10-79) 
l~an House Society 
General Meeting on Wed. 
nesday, December 5, 1979 at 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
7:30 p,m. in the Terrace Phone 635-5340 affer 6p.m. 
Mental Health Boardroom, (am-1-10.79) 
4554 Lazelle Ave. Everyone 
Welcome 
NC -4 D 
Terrace Art Association 
Terrace Art Asseciatlon is 
Telephone secretary for P-T 
employment. Must be willing 
to work shifts, have a good 
sponsoring a Pre-Christmas voice and pleasant telephone 
Arts and Crafts Sale in the. manner. 
Skeeas Mall Nov. 30 and Phone 638-8195 for interview 
Dec.1. Cffn £8-11.79 
NC -30 N 
Saturday December 9, 19"/9 
Chrlatmas i  coming 
Make your gifts at Ceramic 
Wanted 2 experienced 
foreman and one euperin. 
tendent for major out of town 
water and sewer project. 
Approx. 6 months work, for 
interview call 635-9277 
Classes. New registration to between 9 a,m. and 5 p.m. 
start Nov. 26 1979, For C3-30Nov 
beginners and all ceramists 
at: Mills Memorial Hospital 
The Hobby Hut requires a BookkeepEr-- 
4444 Lakelse Ave., Office Supervisor, A 
Terrace, B,C. challenging poslUon for the 
635-9393 'individual with 3-4 years of 
NC-30N 
Franglo Fun Club 
Dance Dec. 8 
S PM-NOW Elks Hall 
Tickets available at Fran- 
sine JewellerE-Gemma 
Boutique Sight and Sound- 
pro-Tech electronic 
NC-30 N 
School Reunion 
~ roven experience in ookkeeping 'and office 
procedures. Irdtistive and 
the ability to supervise staff 
is essential. Apply with 
resume to Personnel 
Director, Mills Memorial 
Hospital, 4720 Haugland 
Ave., Terrace, B..C VSG 2W7 
A5-30 N 
Offers Invited for clear 
cuffing an eight (0) acre 
Prince George Jr. Sr. High stand of L. Pine and birch. 
School for students and  To be followed by grubbing 
teachers attending in the and clearing for/cultivation. 
years 1945-19551 Merchantable trees to 
contractor, balance to be 
Date: June 14, 1980 docked on the property. 35 
Place: Royal Canadian miles east of Terrace on 
Legion, Highway 16. D Harvard, 
1335 7th Ave., P.O. Box 2458, Smlthers B.C. 
Prince George, B.C. 847-2993 
Time: 6:30 p.m., Dinner 7:30 P20.11 Dec. 
p.m. NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
Price: $12.00 per person. 
FIRST COME, FIRST Avon representatives to 
work In the following areas. 
SERVEI Get tickets hOWl I) Copperslde Estates 
Contact: ClydsSmaM]et, 120 2) Muller, Valleyvlew area 
,~tkenCres.,PrinceGeorge, 3) Sparks, Munthe and 
B.C. VgL 4NI (604) 564-6852: Westvlew area. 
after 5:00 p.m.) 
s. Jean May (604)564-7724 
Mrs. Ruth Flynn- (604) 554- Pls call Norma at 635.7496 
T/31 
Self appointed eommittea of Buy or Sell Marlelle fashion 
threel end gold JewellEry. 
NC-30N Managers and sales persons 
needed In this area. For your 
Saturday December 8, 1970 free catalogue please phone 
at Skeena Mall B Bazaar ~8.0392evenlngsorwrlteto: 
with arts and crafts and Marlelle Nbr49-4625Graham 
baked goods. Sponsored by Avenue, Terrace, B.C. If 
the Terrace-Thornhill Band Interested In Ioernlng how to 
Parent Asaoclation. obtain free Jewelry or selling 
To Whom It May 
Concern 
On December 3, lg70, 
Monday evening, in cou- 
Junction with the Skec~a 
Valley Fair Assodetion in 
Terrace, Mr. Bruce Wlshey 
of the B.C, Ministry of 
Agriculture will be putting 
ona workshop on VEgetablE 
Production: 
Growing transplantE, direct 
seeding, fertilizer programs, 
weed and insect control, 
harvest ing,  storage, 
economics and marketing 
options. 
The workshop will be held at 
Thornhili Elementary School 
library at 8 P.M. ~hlrp. 
For further information, call 
Mary WalbauEr.635-5615 or 
David Erickson-635-3423 
C&I Dec 
PDQ 
Carpet & Flooring 
Installation 
You supply -- we install 
6311-1691 
(am-1-10-79) 
please advise. 
cp..~. %e 
DAILY HERALD 
needs 
CARRIERS 
in the following areas: 
Thornhill 
:ottonwood St., Empire 
St., Paquefle Ave., Kofoed. 
DesJardlnes, Kofoed - 
Sharpies, River Dr., 
Burgess • Laurler Ave., 
Thornhlll St., Pine St., 
Muller St., Newell, Golf 
Course. 
Terrace 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
Ager, 4700 Block Agar, 
Galr, Tweedle, Lloyd, 
Green, 4500 Block Grelg. 
If you are Interested In one 
of these routes please 
)hone: 
635-63S7 
between 9 am and 5 pm. 
Kltlmet 
fukon St., Quail • Sterling 
Streets, Oriole Osprey 
Streets. 
If Interested - -  phone Kelth 
at: 
632-2747 
)nc-clfn) 
I 
BABYSITTER required for 
two children near ThornhiU 
Primary School Phone 635- 
7984 after 0 p.m. (p4-30N) 
Pre-School Supervisor  
wanted for Terrace Day 
Care. Call 638.1171, 635-2243 
CFTN- 1-11-79 
BACKHOE 
for 
HIRE 
Phone 
6354454 
635-6757 
(ctfn-2.10.79) 
ARE YOUR CEILINGS 
GETT ING D INGY 
LOOKING? If they are, have 
them pro fess iona l ly  
resprayed. Call Earl at 635. 
2/76. (c40-12D) 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Drywall, stucco, tile, 
linoleum. Free estimates. 
Phone 
638-1095 
For Sale-Heavy Duty lngila 
elotbos dryer, vent kit and 
wiring materials included. 
Like new $325.00 
Call 638.1401 after 5 p.m. 
weekdays or weekends, 
P3.30N 
1970 International" PU 
$500.00. 2-100 Ib propane 
tanks. $50.00 each. One 
propane stove.$50.OO. One 
commercial size range hood 
$100.00. Phone 635-2568 
CTFN-20.11.79 
For Sale: One concrete 
power trowel with extra 
blades $700.00, one tamping 
machine $500.00, one con- 
crete vibrator $300.00, one 
H.D. const wheelbarrow 
$30.00, one 10 cu. ft. capacity 
cement mixer $475.00, 400 
wedges for concrete forms 
$25.00, one two ton chain 
hoist $125.00, one sixteen ton 
hydraulic jack $25.00, one 
new main breaker fuse panel 
$75.00, one 100 AMP main 
breaker box $40.00 and more. 
Phone 635-3566 
CI0 -6 Dec. 
1967 Chev ~ Ton 6 cylinder 
Auto transmission. Good 
running condition. Phone 
635-5759. 
P2-29N 
For Sale-30 gallon gas water 
heater 150.00; 58000 BTU oil 
apace heater $50.00 ; 200 
gallon fuel tank ~ full of 
stove oil $100.00. 635.5635 
P3-3 Dec 
For Sale: Firewood by the 
cord. Phone 635-2670. 
P2.26,29N 
410 John Deere Backhoe for 
Hre. Phone 635.4081. (cm-5- 
10-79) 
For Sale: Registered 
English Springer Spaniel 
puppies. Price $150. Ready 
for Christmas. Phone 
Quesnel 747-1169. (c15-17D) 
CASH 
Will pay Instant cash for 
BCRIC shares. Ph 635.4226. 
C20-11 N 
Wanted 1o Buy.Batteries 
from old car and truck and 
cat. Top price paid. Will pick 
up. Ph 635-4735. 
1:'20.30 Nov 
WANTED: 
Used or left.over siding 
material (chlpboard etc,) for 
use on barn. Roofing 
material also. In good 
condition only, 
Phone after 6 635-4698 
Wanted to Buy: rUsed fur- 
niture such as couch, chair, 
table & chairs. Phone 635- 
5417. (ct fn.i1.10-79) 
"For Safer Living. Fuel Ecopomy & Cleaner Air"  ! 
• CHIMNEYS BOILERS 
e:AIR DUCTS FURNACES • 
eFIREPLACES 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
Specialists In power-vac cleaning 
96 Starling Street., 635.5292 
Kltlmat, B.C. V8C 1KS 632.2466 
12 ft aluminum boat 9.9 
Marc. motor.Oars, gas tank 
and life jackets. Ph 635.4596. 
C10-30 N 
10 foot boat with cabin and 25 
lip eviorude motor and tilt 
trailer. For more in- 
formation Phone 638~4~. 
I)5-3 Dec 
The JULIE MARIE, 32 foot 
motor sailer, insured value 
$35,000. Owner transferred, 
sacrifice sale $25,000 or will 
consider real estate as part 
of full payment. Contact 
Brian Oltmann, 1425 Pigott 
Place, Prince Rupert. 624- 
4960. 
P10-6 Dec 
For Rent: Bachelor rooms In 
mobile motel complex N 
Kalum trailer Court. Frldge 
in each room, community 
kitchen, laundry facilities. 50 
week single 37.50 week 
double 635-9473 
C20 -19 Dec 
For Rent on Que~r,.:',va-y 3 
bedroom duplex. Relerences 
needed, contact Mrs. 
Kaysser at 4243 -6Mark Rd. 
P4-29N 
2 Br. Apt. for rent, available 
Dec. 1st. Call 635-5820 
C2 -30 N 
Land for Sale. 157 acres, 1100 
sq ft 3 bedroom house, 30 foot 
by 40 foot hip roof bern, 20 
foot by 30 foot shop. 
Numerous other buildings. 
Approx. 30 acres cleared, 
some In grass, numerous 
springs and ponds. Potential 
fish farm. 10 Miles f rom 
Terrace, all for $95,000. 1/2 
downthe rest at 111/2 per cent 
mortgage. Phone 636-1205. 
P-22,23,39,30N; 6,7D 
For Sale-One 1970 396 Nova 
SS. Priced to Sell 635-5572. To 
view 4724 Lnen. 
P3.30 N 
New Car Too Expenldve 
A near-new 1977 Dodge 
Aspen station wagon, ooly 
13,5000 miles, 22,000 ~ 318- 
V-0 PSPB Plus many 
orlginal optloas. 14,000 OBO. 
Phone 635-9S46 
P3.30 N 
1966 Beaumont hard top, 
excellent body and motor 
condition. Phone 635-2979 
after 6 p.m. 
1972 VW Statlonwagon 2 
door, A.1 ,running condition, 
body In exc. shape, great fuel 
economy. 
Call 635-2859 or 635.3760 
C7.30N 
For Salb~69 Chevelle. Gloss 
Btk with 'white scoop, good 
year tires on CDN rims. New 
clutch and pressure plate, I1 
to 1 pistons. 12 bolt rear end. 
many more hlgh per  
formance extras. Must sell 
Ph 638.1427 or 635.5600 
C10.30 N 
For Sale by builder. Your 
choice of six homes. Prices 19'/2 Dodge 3/4 ton PU V.6 
reduced For more In- automatic, PSPB, with 1978 
formation pls call <,collect .Chev canopy, only &~,00~ 
days-562-4114, evenlnqs.r,~?-miles; Asking $2,000.0e. 
3697. ' Phone 635-5346 
CTFN-25 Oct 79 
For Sale or rental pu: c! ,:,~. 
947 square foot home at 4735 
McConnell Avenue, 2 
bedrooms,fireplace, garage, 
new carpeting; Priced In the 
mid 40's. Phone Russ Roper 
collect 562.4114 days or 562- 
3697 evenings or weekends. 
CTFN 21.11-79 
i i  
|Brand new home-ll~ sq ft,| 
Iframed and closed In. FullJ 
Jbasemenl, lot size 80X160.J 
I Phone 635-7878 | 
I cl° Dec I 
• II • 
PS Dec 4 
1977 Ford F-100 Custom. 
Standard 302 with canopy. 
A~king $4,700. Phone 635. 
9680. (c5-3D) 
1979 Ford F-150 Explorer, 
like new-must ell, only 7,000 
kin. Phone 635-2198 after 6 
p.m. 
C540N 
1975 3/4 Ton Dodge Club Cab, 
P.S.P.B. Auto Trans. Travel 
Tank, CB and Camperette. 
Asking ~,000 
Phone 638-1390 
P5-30 N 
1976 Sierra 4 wheel drive. 
Good Cond. Lots of Extras. 
Low mileage. Must sell Ph. 
638-1605. 
CFTN 6.11-79 
Want 1o rent by Jan. 1, 1980 
lransfertng working couple, 
one child, f~o pets. Require 2 
or 3 bed;oGre house or 
lrai ler. References if 
required. Phone 635-4533 or 
Nelson B.C. collect 352.9195 
A15-12 Dec. 
Want o rent by Jan 1, 1980 
tranefering working couple, 
one child, no pets, Require 2 
or 3 bedroom house of 
trailer. References if 
requirEd. Phone 635-4533 or 
Nelson B.C. collect 352.9195 
ca5 =12 Dec 
3 Br. house or trailer. 
Reference available. Phone 
635-7560, 
P2 -29 N 
1972 Norwestern Mobile 
Home 12X56, 2 Br with 10X12 
finished addition, completely 
furnished Including fridge, 
stove, washer, dryer, Must 
be moved. Phone 635-5539 
CTFN.21-11-79 
1973 Bendix 2 br. mobile 
home. All appliances plus 
dishwasher. Partially fur- 
nlahed. 835-3492 or 835-6420 
after B p.m. (c~PSD) 
For Sale 1978 14X70" High- 
wood Mobile Home. Set up 
and skirted with 8X12 ad- 
dltlon. 
635.3611 
Business family with pets 
require 3 Br home. Phone 
635-4688 
C10-4 Dec 
For Rent: 900 sq ft. on 
second floor. Air  con. 
dltloned. Located at 4623 
Lakelse Avenue. Ph 635.2552. 
CTFN 2-11-79 
Valu.~ble commerciel lot In 
Terrace. For sale or build to 
owners requirements. For 
Into pls ph. Russ Roper 562. 
4114 Collect. 
CFTN-2-11-79 
, Must sell Immediately. 
1977 31 Foot Wilderness 
Travel Trai ler. Asking 
$8,500.00. View at Reel Inn 
Motel Highway 16 West. Lest 
trailer on left. 
Priced for fast Sale 11 foot 
Vanguard camper, call 638- 
1/49 after 4 p,m. 
NC 29,80 N 
MUST SELL IM. 
'MEDIATELY:  1977 31 ft. 
Wilderness travel trai ler .  
Asking $8,500. View at Reel 
Inn Motel, Highway 16 W. 
Last trailer on left. (ctfn-2- 
Lot on Kerby St. in Thornhili. 
Write D. Parmenter. 
Box 754, Terrace. 
P2 29, 30 N 
For your Xmas Shopping 
visit jonneffe's Ceramic. In . 
New Remo-Nelson Rd. 
Candles and Barble Doll 
Clothes and Ceramics, 
63S-7595 
P20-30 N 
HELP WANTED 
SECOND STEWARD 
Royal Canadian Legion 
(Branch 13) 
Terrace 
DUTIES - Operation of bar. 
Miring and serving alcoholic beverages. Staff 
supervision. Stock control. Bookkeeping an 
asset. MUST BE 19 YEARS OF AGE OR 
OLDER. 
Hours flexible. 
Closing date for resume - December 7, 1979. 
Resume to MR. R. BENNETT 
4425 Legion Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1N7 
k TENDERS 
NADIGAN EQUIPMENT LTD. 
requires 
He MECHANICS 
- Must have T.Q. or ~uivalent 
Union rates, medical and dental plan, 
Apply: W,R, Ross 
4926 leith Ave. 
636-7131 Terrace, B.O. 
MADIGAN EQUIPNENT LTO, 
requires 
PARTSHAN 
- with counter experience 
wages based on experience 
medical and dental plan• 
Apply:: W.R. Ross 
4926 leith Ave. oaH:laL X.,r,,..B.0. 
DIVORCE 
SI00 and filing fees 
We prepare your divorce 
papers over the phone:.fast. 
For more Information call 
THE LAW SHOPPE of JACK 
D. JAMES, M.B.A. LI.B 
TOLL F R E E 112-800-663-3035 
(In Vancouver area call 687- 
2442), Chargex end 
Mastercharoe welcomed. 
. Atfn 20-9.79 
. . . . . . . .  i 
(~  FtoYmce 4 Ministry ol
Bdt~h CokJmbla Foeests 
STAND 
TENDING 
CONTRACTS 
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will be received 
by the Regional Manager, 
Mlnlstry of Forests, Prince' 
Rupert, B.C. on the dates 
shown below. 
Contract. ST 1031-10-17 JS 
located Treston Nbr 3 ranger 
district Terrace~ B.C... 
Number of hectares 20.4, 
viewing date December 41h 
197% leaving Ranger Station 
at 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Vlewlng of the stand 
tendlng slte prlor to sub- 
mlfllng a lender for thls 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadllne for recelpt of 
tenders Is 1 :30 p.m. 
December 13th 1979. 
Tenders must be submlfled 
on the form and In the en- 
velopes supplied which, with 
particulars;, may be obtained 
from the Forest Ranger(s) 
Indlcated, or from the 
Regional Manager, Ministry 
of Forests, Prlnce Rupert, 
B.C 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
"This call for tender Is under 
the terms of the Canada 
British Cdurnbla intensive 
Forest Management  
Agreement." 
Ag.3D 
NOTICE OF SALE 
Offers in a SEALED 
ENVELOPE c lear ly  
marked SEALED TEN. 
DER NBR 4150-I9-048 will 
received until no~, 17 
December, 1979 by ! Mr. 
P.W. Dawson,' Manager- 
Purchases ana MateHais, 
Canad ian  Nat iona l  
Railways, 20th Floor, 
10O04-104th Avenue, Ed- 
monton, Alberta, T~ OK2, 
for the purehase i and 
removal from Railway 
property of the following 
located In.Terrace, B.C.: 
1979 Ford F-600 C-W Power 
~ la~o.  F61CVFAI~67 
Unit No. ' " 
2029-79 . 
Terms of sale will be for 
"as is, where is." Suc- 
eessful bidder will be 
required to make payment! 
in full immediately upon' 
notification of offer and: 
prior to removal. •Unit o be 
removed within five• (5) 
days of conaummaUon of
sale. 
For appointment to view, 
contact J. Basaraba or C. 
Cote, telephone ~5~0,  
Terrace, B.C. i 
Bid deposits are inot 
required. Hiaheat or, any 
offer not neeonsarBy: ac- 
cepted. Bidder's name, i 
postal address :and 
telephone number must be 
clearly printed on offer 
submitted. 
P.W. DAWSON 
Manager-Purchases and 
Materials 
A1-28 Dee 
! . 
wWI ,;~n vii)t, . v ' t~Ot  
NEED 
EXTRA 
CASh?  
• The Herald requires persons to 
collate newspapers 
two and three days per week. 
This is a permanent part-time position 
open to male or female persons, 
no age requirement. 
Good rate of pay and good hours, 
Rep ly  to Box  1228, 
elo The Da i ly  Hera ld  
3212 Ka lum Sto 
Terraee,  B.C. 
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FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CEBIFICATES 
For these Items 
, hoar tooth , hoar claws 
, wolf tooth , beaver tooth 
* I00SI or door altllrs (slngleorpalr) 
Available at the front desk of the 
TERRACE HOTEL 
NORTHWEST .PIPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
PIPE.P|U@BINGSUPPI.IES. PuMPS. 
HOSES. NUTSANDBOLTS FENCING 
WATER SOP TENERS ANDMORE 
5239 le i th Avenue - Nedr " C Hydro 
635-7158 
NO W OPEN 
in the 
All West Centre 
HIGH COUNTRY 
Crafts & Gifts 
OPEN - Man. toSat. 9 am - 9 pm 
4511.F Kelth Ave. 638-1646 
I 
"ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER? 
"WE*CLEAN" ,1 
CHIMNEYS --  FURNACES -- FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
heating system by using a PRO-VAC Residential. 
Commercial and Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unit. Alto Introducing the new method of utilizing 
'comprised-air'for positive "leSion. = . . . .  . . . . .  
"Our service gives positive end efficient results" 
Call the PRO.VAC people today and see for yourself. 
Pro.Vac Industr ies 
Can. Ltd. 
Services Division 
Kltlmat-Terrace, B.C. 
Phone: 
Terrace 635"5292 
Kltlmat 632"2466 
BILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
~:~:.:~:.:.:~:~.~:.:~:~.:~:~:.:~:~:.~:~:.:~.~.:.~.:~:.:.:...:.:.:.:.;.:~:~:~ 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KALUM 51REEI 
TERRACE BC PHONE 635.2473 
I 
Custom Upholstery - Fabrics & Vinyls 
Furniture Repair and Refinishing 
Custom Auto Interiors. Van Conversions 
Custom Quilting of Fabrlcs 
Pioneer Upholstery 
635-9434 
Weekdays 9 .5  
Other hours by appo in tment  
Claudette Sandecki 3901 Doble Rd. 
Since 1973 Terrace,  B.C. 
I 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
t/= Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE ¢ILt.ltl4 
F.J.N. READY MIX 
Construction Ud. 
Plant Off Krumm Road 
Thornhlll 
EASTSIDE GROCER Y 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
Open 7 days a week 
with  Je r ry  &Marg  
to serve you 
WEEKDAYS 8.11 WEEKENDS 9.11 
4430 LAKELSE AVE. 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
 D dD DA f 
NO IT/OPEN 
ALEX'S BODY SHOP 
in the old McEwan's Shop 
(Across from the Skoooa Hotel) 
4513 Grelg 635-2326 
NORTHERN LIGHT 
Stained Glass 
oRepairs , ,~~_~ 
oSupplies / : ~ ~ 7 ,  
oCustom orders L~_ . :~ ,  
4820 Halliwell Ave. 838-1403 
SWIFTy THRUWA Y 
MUFFLERS 
Winter Months 
Nov. - Feb. 
8:30 a.m. - 5:O0 p.m 
Closed Sunday & Monday 
638-1991 3010K Kalum Street 
r, '(I i ,I . . . .S :mTnm. .0  . . . . . . .  
:~. Jlostmtions, Hop Chests 
• ~0ustom Nndo Furnuluro, Ilohnnshm 
-~-". ,, :~ . . . .  
General Bunldunl Cootractnn[ 
2510 S. Kalum 636-6586 Terrace 
I 
0I, D ~111.~ IN to C/~g & 006( 
q &qVqnterprises 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Wayne iTs.eta4 
Days 4]$.6215 Ernle 435.62$$ 
GLACIER 
L , ,~,~ 4411 Lolion Avenue 
A ,~'Y" Terrace, B.C. 
S 
(O~-A Complete Glass and 
S Aluminum Service 
TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE 635.925| ANYTIME 
I 
t 
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SPORTS 
Hawks fiy'-y T'men 
By DON SCHAFFER 
llerald Staff Writer 
The Kitimat Winterhawks 
took advantage of almost all 
of their scoring opportunities 
while the Terrace Tim- 
bermen were continually 
unable to do the same in the 
Winterhawks 7-2 win in the 
Terrace arena Wednesday 
night. 
Kitimat led 3-1 after the 
first period and 4-I after the 
second, but the play was 
closer than lhose scores in 
the first two periods. 
The TimLermen missed 
several open nets, couldn't 
get shots away and passed 
the puck away several times 
in the first forty minutes, 
and couldn't get back in the 
game in the last twenty. 
Mike Delisser go~. Kitimat 
a I-0 lead on a goal-mouth 
scramble at 5:25 of the first 
period. Gord Kirichenko tied 
the game for the Timbermen 
on another scrambly goal 
less than a minute later, and 
then at 7:47 the Winterhawks 
took a lead they wouldn't 
lose. Delisser beat Gerry 
Lamming high to the stick 
side from right in front of the 
Timbermen's net. 
Greg Kiryliuk and Brad The Timbermen began to in. At 13:30, Mark Schooley 
McDonald mixed it up at h,~k very fiat as the second won the draw, got the puek to 
9:41, and while they were period ran down, untilLance Kevin Trsch who shot it 
still sitting out their five Leg.uffe and Dan Fournier across the net. John Rich 
minutes, Kitimat took a two got into a fight with 2:30 left was in the perfect spot to tip 
goal lead when Randy in lheperiod, it behind Lamming, whichhe 
Schooiey set up Magei Legouffe's penalty seemed did, making the score 5-2. ' 
Fournier for the 3-I goal. to pick the Timbermen up, Aminuteandahalflaterit 
Sehooley lugged the puck in and they put on heavy was 6-2 when Ran Egan's 
ever the Terrace blueline pressure until the end of the shot went off Lamming's 
and was flattened by Greg period but couldn't put the glove into the net, Mark 
Paulson, but still managed to puck in the Kitimat net. Schooley finished the scoring 
get the puck to Fournier, Goalie Roy Garb made with l:451eft as he benged in 
who beat Lamming to the several good stops, but was a rebound from e 
glove side. fortunate on a couple of Vlahadamis shot. 
Dino Vlahadamis debated occasions a the Timbermen The Timbermen couldn't 
acrosscheckingpenalty  bit missed the net twice with make it back into the game 
too long with referee Wayne Garb .ut of position and as they have done in 
Braid and took an extra two passed the puck away previous home games. 
for unsportsman-like con- several times. Kitimat forechecked well 
duct at 19:04, but the Tim- They carried their and applied pressure 
bermea were unable to put m,~mentum over in the third throughout the game, and 
the powerplay to good use, period unlil the halfway although they pulled away 
getting only one good chance mark when Brad Riley, who mostly in the last half of the 
in the four minutes, played aggressively third period, they were full 
Terrace failed to clear the throughout the game, took a marks for the victory. 
puck out of their end and nice pass from Grant Casper Next PNWHL action is 
gaveupthe4-1goalat6:17of ondgotashotawaythatbeat tonight as the Granisle 
the second period, as Steve Garb while carrying a Lakers travel to Houston to 
Kerbrat and Derek Degoeij Kilimat defender on his meet the Luckies. Both the 
combined to put Mark back. Timbermen and the Win- 
Sehooley alone by the side of After that hough,it was all terhawks are on the road this 
the Terrace net. Schooley Kitimat. The Winterhawks weekend, Terrace in 
made no mistakeon the play, had a goal taken away at Smithers and Granisle, and 
rappingintheshotlowandin ll:19when Braid ruled that Kitimat in Granisle and 
the corner. McDonald kicked the puck Burns Lake. 
Sutcliffe top NL rookie 
NEW YORK (AP) -- RIck 
Sutclfffe, ar~k-solid starter 
on a troubled Los Angeles 
Dodger pitchhg staff, was 
named today as the National 
League's rookie of the year 
for 1979, 
Sutcliffe, who led the 
Dodger staff in victories with 
17 after starting spring 
training with little hope of 
making the baseball team, 
was an easy winner over 
outfielders Jeff Leonard of 
Houston Astros and Scot 
Thompson of Chicago Cubs. 
The Baseball Writers' 
Association ofAmerica gave 
Sutcllffe 20 out of a possible 
24 votes, while Leonard 
received three and Thomp- 
son one. 
"I still don't believe I won 
it," said an incredulous but 
happy Sutcllffe, who had a 
17-10 record and a 3.46 
earned-run average in the 
242 innings he pitched. "I 
didn't think that pitchers had 
as good a chance as the 
everyday player because 
they don't get the exposure, I 
Second string 
is first-rate 
The way Atlanta Hawks' Hawks coming off the bench. 
second team is playing these The suddenly.revitslised 
days, coach Hubie Brown Hawks improved their 
might consider making ithis Central Division.leading 
first, record to 15-10 with the 
"Our second unit, just like victory. 
last night, brought us back Elsewhere in the NBA, 
with an outstanding Philadelphia '76era defeated 
defensive ffort," Brown Washington Bullets 120-102; 
said Wednesday night after a New Jersey Nets beat 
106-99 National Basketball Detroit Pistonsg8-99; Boston 
Association victory over Celtics turned back Denver 
Portland Trail Blazers. "It's Nuggets 119-97; Milwaukee 
so beautiful to see Charlie Bucks whipped Indiana 
Crtss, that little rascal, open Pacers 87-79; Houston 
up the way he did. He's Rockets edged Cleveland 
making the big splash for Cavaliers113-111; San Diego 
us." Clippers stopped Golden 
Criss, one of the NBA's State Warriors 114-108 and 
smallest players at 5-foot-8, Seattle SuperSonics beat 
scored 12 points for the Phoenix Suns 127-116. 
Winter Games 
spiel Saturday 
Northern Winter Games, 
playoffs in curling begin 
Saturday in Kitimat, with 
rinks from Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School and 
Skeena Junior Secondary 
School in Terrace and Mount 
Elizabeth Secondary School 
in Kitimat compoteing for a 
trip to the Games in 
Williams Lake next 
February. 
A total of eleven rinks 
from the three schools begin 
their pisyoffs at 9 a.m. 
Saturday. Other draws begin 
at I p.m. and 4 p.m. Satur- 
day. 
Junior and senior girls 
playoffs will be best two of 
three matches, with the 
junior and senior boys 
playing round.robin matches 
to determine the games' 
berths. 
In senior boys play, Rob 
Collins, Chris Clifford and 
David Farkvam from 
Terrace and Don Frlesen 
from Kitimot skip the 
participating rinks. In junior 
boys, Andrew Simpson and 
Randall Burke-Smith from 
Kitimat and John Evans 
from Terrace play. 
In case of a tie in the 
ronnd-rohln play, the teams 
tied will play off later to 
determine the winner. 
In junior girls' play, Kathy 
Epp from Terrace and Jssle 
Mueller from Kttimat play 
off and, in senior girls' ac- 
lion, Laurie Berry from 
Terrace and Dale Lodger 
from Kitimat play off. 
• s i 
BATTERY SPECIAL 
up to 
don't know who I im. 
pressed." 
The writers, though, were 
obviously impressed with 
Sutcliffe's energetic per- 
formance after inauspicious 
beginnings. 
"It didn't even look like I 
would make the club," 
Sutcllffe said. "The Dodgers 
had a lot of name pitchers 
down in spring training. But, 
fortunately for me, there 
were a lot of sore arms. I had 
to beat out Pete Broberg for 
the eighth spot on the staff." 
Sutcliffe is the eighth 
Dodger to win the award-- a
major league record-- since 
it was started by the BBWA 
s $113.27 p,,s tax 
R2/F 75 amp 
With ;I fl,~W Molorcraft 
Bill tl!r y The L;ll ~;t 
In  Batt,!ry Tr!chnoloqy. 
Terrace Totem Ford 
4631 Keit~ Sales LM. 635-4984 
AN NHL FIRST 
NOV. 28, 1979 
Smith scores, but loses 
By NEIL STEVENS 
The Canadlan Press 
New York Islanders' Billy 
Smith became the first 
goaltender in National 
Hockey League history to be 
credited with a goal but he 
would have much rather 
seen the Islanders take two 
points Wednesday night. 
Smith's name goes into the 
record books but the points 
go to the lowly Colorado 
Rockies, who defeated the 
struggling Islanders 7-4. 
Early in the third period, 
when the Rockies pulled 
goalie Bill McKanzie for a 
sixth attacker and the 
Islanders skating short- 
handed on a delayed penalty, 
Colorado's Rob Ramage sent 
an errant pass sailing the 
length of the ice into his 
team's vacant Pet. 
Smith was credited with 
the goal because he was the 
last Islander to touch the 
puck, having blocked a shot 
before Ramage's pass. 
"All you could do was just 
laugh," said Colorado coach 
Don Cherry. "It was great 
for the crowd but it's hard on 
the coach's old ticker." 
The goal was first credited 
to New York defenceman 
Dave Lewis but the officials 
gave it to Smith after they 
viewed the videotape of the 
play following the game. 
They ruled that Smith was 
the last Islanders player to 
touch the puck, making a 
save, before Rampage's 
errant pass. 
Smith's goal ended a 
goalless drought for 
gaaltenders that stretched 
through some 62 years -- 
17,268 games including 
playoffs. 
"This is a highlight, but it 
was so badly damaged by the 
way we played," Smith said. 
"It's nice for me, but we 
played so bed as a team I 
didn't even have a drink to 
celebrate." 
Smith has been with the 
club since it entered the NHL 
for the 1672-73 season. The 
blue, white and orange 
jerseys of the Islanders did 
not exactly cause opponents 
to tremble -- the record was 
If the last six, five, four or three digits on your ticket are identical to and in the same 
order as the winning numbers above, your ticket is eligibleto win thecorrespond,ing prize. 
last 6 digits WIN $1,000 
last 5 digits WIN $100 
last 4 digits WIN $25 
last 3 digits Five dollars worth of Express Tickets 
redeemable by presenting the WHOLE TICKET to any partici- 
paling retailer or by following the claim procedure on the back 
of the ticket. 
REDEMPTION OF CASH PRIZES 
Major Cash Prizes: Winners of major prizes, including Bonus and Surprize prizes 
may claim their prize by following the clam~ procedure on lhe back of the hcket. 
Other Cash Prizes: Other cash prizes, up to and including $1.000 may be cashed at 
any branch of the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce in Western Canada or by 
following the cla=m procedure on the back of Ihe tickel. 
In |ht~ ('Wfflt (d ,J~cl~tl)ilncy helw,mn Ih,*3 Jls 1 ~ c ~1 w, tlltrl(| riHlntlets h~ t~ c qhftH(t 
by the ;ll)tJl({Jt% at tim I~(),Htd;ltff)ll Ihl~ hiller ~h~lll i)fPV.lll 
WINNING NUMBERS FOR SURPRIZE DRAW TICKETS DATED NOVEMBER 28, 1979 
For complete number only - No subsidiary prizes. 
For your convenmnce, cumbers are arranued in the order of the first three digits in each prize category 
$10,000 $500 310A830 430E493 
409H661 109ETa4 319A844 441G915 
$$,0~0 131B339 319J201 4648440 
101e491 135G327 324EgS0 467J723 
128E296 137G239 331B913 466E623 566D616 80SH064 
132A149 146J824 331E096 4~8E743 571H931 811H466 
362G417 150D432 333D846 470AI31 573E134 029C402 
51 IJ489 159B927 338J439 47 t JO57 ' 588D122 639E745 
551e699 1620440 344D062 577J974 590C735 860H 114 
596H571 I64G254 345H773 481A427 599E881 870H703 
700A293 166H782 349J938 49SD420 634C695 885E27S 
816E206 173D654 35SG387 496C890 ~9E460 893E742 
929E268 175G372 356G612 499C900 M7C415 903CI74 
$1,000 213C102 3618343 500J738 648HO3S 904H000 
138H540 218E479 362G279 5106017 664C030 927E669 
217J690 223EI76 394D037 513A350 715A408 961A456 
291C088 223G199 396H667 $24C366 768A333 978E605 
389E466 236H052 405A958 537lt249 779EI66 999E895 
427J230 244E947 409A511 S38B!60 789C019 
507D354 245G492 410E769 538C398 
5520274 246C717 411B218 S44A419 
A37A73~ 265E664 414e810 548J627 
798H227 265C707 415J811 554H508 
918C535 298C899 4119615 560B614 
ii 
12 wins, six ties and 60 lusses wluless in I0 games and yet ' Quebec. The Penguins 
that first year. to winunder new coach Gary scored four first-perlod 
But it's been a steady Green since he took corn- goals, including two by 
progression up the league mand Nov. 14. McAdam and one each by 
ladder since the team's Oilers4 Black Hawks 2 Bob Stewart and Rick 
struggling years. Last Right winger Dave Kehce. Tom Bladon made it 
season, the Islanders won 51 Lumley's 10-footer six 5-0 before Quebec got goals 
games and finished with minutes intothethirdporied from Pierre Lacrdx and 
more points than any other eluded Tony Esposito and Robbie Ftorak, 
team in the NHL. proved the winner far Ed- North Stars 4 Rangers 4 
This season, however, the monton. Pat Price, Risto Sit- Kris Manery tipped Glen 
Islanders have six wins, four mpen and Blair MacDonald Sharptey's floating 45-foot 
ties and 10 losses after one- also scored for the Oilers, shot over the left shoulder of 
quarter of the schedule. At whewontheirfourthgameln rookie goaltender Steve 
this point last. year, they 22 starts after trailing 2.1 Bakerwlth2:49remalningt0 
were 13-3-3. entering the final period, give Minnesota the tie bi 
Ran Delorme led the 1'am Lysiak and Bob Murray New York. The goal came 
Rockies Wednesday night scored for the visitors. 4:45 after defenceman Ran 
with two goals, with Trevor Penguins 7Nordlques 2 Greschner had put the 
Johansen, Rene Robert, Gary McAdam scored. Rangers ahead with a short- 
Lucien DeBlois, Randy threagaslsandGregMalone handed goal. The Rangers 
Pierce and Wilf Patement tied a club record with six had taken a3-0 lead oa goals 
adding one each. Denis assists as Pittsburgh heat 8:16 apart in the first period 
Potvin, LorneHenningand Teachers City David Langevin also scored 
for the Islanders. 
Potvln was ejected with 10 
minutes remaining in the Centre winners final period for being the 
third man in a fight between 
New York's Bob Bourne and The Teachers beat In- In the other game, Chris 
Colorado's Dean Turner. dustrial '72-69 and City Fox got 28 points and Harold 
Elsewhere, Toronto Maple Centre whipped Kitamaat l~rtel 18 for City Centre. 
Leafs defeated Washington Village 86-60 in Kitimat Wes Nyce contributed 16 and 
Capitals 4-2, Edmonton Men's Basketball League Albert RobInson 14 for the 
Oilers downed Chicago action Wednesday night. Village people. 
Black Hawks 4-2, Pittsburgh Teachers' Tony McCrory Next basketball action will 
Penguins beat Quebec soored22 and Terry Conway be tonight at the Skeena 
Nordiquee 7-2, Vancouver scored 14 in the game, Junior Secondary School 
Canucks defeated Winnipeg played at Riverlodge. In- gym, when the Skeena Hotel 
Jete 4-2 and Minnesota North dustrial got 22 from Medric Orphans play All Seasons 
Stars tied New York Robinson a d 18 from Wayne and Ev's Clippers play Kluss 
Rangers 44. Smith in a losing cause, and Sons. 
Colorado's win was its first 
ever against he Islanders. 
Previously, New York had 
won 13 games and tied two. Travel-Save 
The win allowed the 
Rockies to discard the In association with CP Air 
notoriety of having gained requires marketing representatives to promote 
the fewest points of any club eight areas in B.C. 
in the league. Colorado now 
has 13 points on five wins, 
three ties and 13 losses -- No competition with unique program. 
that's one point more then Tremendous return for consultants effort. 
Washington. 
Leafs 4 Capitals 2 For gppointment call: 
Walt McKechnie assisted Jim Thomson 
on four goals and /.,army 669-1432 
McDonald scored two to lead Or send resume to: 
Toronto to its third win on Travel Save B.C. 
the road in four days. Paul 3rd floor 
Gardner and Ran Ellis also 800 West Pender 
scored for the Leafs. Tom Vancouver 
Rowe and Guy Cherron re- V6C 2VB 
plied for Washington, 
Hip HipHooray! ' 
Dec. 5 and Dec. 12 tickets 
eligible for 
Dec.12 BONUS PRIZES. 
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 0,000.00 EXTRA IN CASH PRIZES 
TOTAL OF 500 BONUS PRIZES OF $1,000.00 
Dec. 5th and Dec. 12th 
Western Express t ickets are 
el igible for the regular  
pr izes plus 500 extra  bonus 
pr izes of $1,000.00 each to 
be drawn Winsday, Dec. 
12th. 
Express t ickets dated 
Dec. 5th and Dec. 12th will 
NOT bear an addi t iona l  
bonus number.  Bonus 
numbers  wil l  be drawn from 
the REGULAR seven digit  
t icket number. Only corn- 
plete and exact  seven digit  
numbers  will qual i fy to win 
one of the 500 $1,000.00 
bonus  prizes (No subsidiary 
pr izes will be paid on these 
500 Bonus numbers).  
Tickets only $1. 
WHERE WESTERNERS WIN ALL-WAYS. 
